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ABSTRACT

2D scene sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval is to retrieve man-made 3D scene

models given a user’s hand-drawn 2D scene sketch or a 2D scene image usually captured by

a camera. Due to the intuitiveness in sketching and ubiquitous availability in image capturing,

this research topic has many applications such as 3D scene reconstruction, autonomous

driving cars, 3D geometry video retrieval, and 3D AR/VR Entertainment. It is a brand new

but also very challenging research topic in the field of 3D object retrieval due to the semantic

gap in their representations: 3D scene models or their views differ from either non-realistic

2D scene sketches or realistic 2D scene images.

For 2D sketch-based 3D model retrieval, it has the intuitiveness advantage over other

types of retrieval schemes and there is a lot of research in sketch-based 3D model retrieval,

which usually targets the problem of retrieving a list of candidate 3D models using a single

sketch as input. 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval is a brand new research topic in

the field of 3D object retrieval. Unlike traditional sketch-based 3D model retrieval which

ideally assumes that a query sketch contains only a single object, this is a new 3D model

retrieval topic within the context of a 2D scene sketch which contains several objects that

may overlap each other and thus be occluded and also have relative location configurations.

It is challenging due to the semantic gap existing between the iconic 2D representation of

sketches and more accurate 3D representation of 3D models. For 2D scene image-based 3D

scene retrieval, which has the same semantic gap problem, it has an intuitive and convenient

framework which allows users to learn, search, and utilize the retrieved results for vast

related applications.

To boost this interesting and important research, we have built the currently largest

and most comprehensive 2D scene sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval benchmark,

developed a convolutional neural network (CNN) based 3D scene retrieval algorithm, further

organized four related Eurographics Shape Retrieval Contest (SHREC) tracks based on



the benchmarks we curated, and finally conducted a comprehensive evaluation of all the

participating methods on the benchmarks.

We developed a semantics-driven large-scale 3D scene retrieval framework in this project.

It comprises the following three main components.

Firstly, we built a richly-annotated hierarchical scene database, named SceneNet, to

support large-scale 3D scene retrieval that will generate good retrieval performance in terms

of accuracy, efficiency and extensibility, for a variety of applications including 3D printing,

animation production, and virtual reality (VR)-based applications, such as online touring.

Secondly, to bridge the semantic gap between scene sketches/images and models, based

on SceneNet, we proposed both semantic tree and gradient descend-based 3D scene re-

trieval framework. The proposed approaches can effectively capture semantic information

of 2D scene sketches/images and 3D scene models, accurately measure their similarities,

and therefore greatly enhance the retrieval performance.

Finally, we notice the fact that there are many publicly available 2D scene images

online, but there are much fewer 2D scene sketches to train a deep model. What’s more,

in the existing 2D scen sketch datasets, there are not as many categories for 2D scene

sketches as there are for 2D scene images. If we can utilize 2D scene images to directly

convert them into 2D scene sketches, this problem will be solved. However, the problem of

image-to-sketch (I2S) synthesis still remains open and challenging. To further explore this

research direction, we propose a framework for generating full-scene sketch representations

from natural scene images, aiming to generate outputs that approximate hand-drawn scene

sketches. Specifically, we exploit generative adversarial models to produce full-scene

sketches given arbitrary input images that are actually conditions which are incorporated to

guide the distribution mapping in the context of adversarial learning. We conduct extensive

experiments to validate the proposed framework and provide detailed quantitative and

qualitative evaluations to demonstrate its effectiveness.
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Chapter 1

BACKGROUND

1.1 Background and Motivation

With ubiquitous cameras and popular 3D scanning and capturing devices to help us capture
2D/3D scene data, there are many scene understanding related applications, as well as quite a
few important and interesting research problems in processing, analyzing, and understanding
the available scene data. During the recent several years, there is a significant advancement
in different research directions in this field and quite a few novel 3D scene analysis and
processing methods that have been proposed correspondingly in each direction.

Compared to 3D objects, 3D scenes are much closer to our daily life. There are a large
amount of real life relevant applications, such as autonomous driving cars, 3D geometry
video retrieval, 3D AR/VR Entertainment, etc. Therefore, recently researchers have proposed
many 3D scene analysis and processing methods and contributed significantly to this research
area. The research directions within this area include: a) 3D Scene Classification, which is
to classify the 3D scene models into different certain categories; b) 3D Scene Generation,
which is to generate 3D scene models from 2D images or nature languages (e.g., "a person
besides a table"); c) 3D Scene Recognition, which is to recognize the category of a given
3D scene; d) 3D Scene Reconstruction, which is to reconstruct three-dimensional scene
models from multiple 2D projected scene images, whose depth information may be missing;
e) 3D Scene Retrieval, which is to retrieve 3D scene models given an input query (2D scene
sketches/images) provided by the users.

The research focuses on semantics-based 3D scene retrieval. Although there are many
existing 3D shape retrieval systems, there is little existing research work on 2D scene
sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval due to at least four major reasons: 1) It is challenging
to collect a large-scale 3D scene dataset and there exists a very limited number of available
3D scene shape benchmarks. 2) The problem itself is challenging to cope with (e.g., 3D
scene data handling). 3) If the input queries are sketches or images, there is a big semantic
gap between the 2D scene sketches/images and the accurate 3D coordinate representations
of 3D scenes. All of the above reasons make the task of retrieving 3D scene models using
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2D scene sketch/image queries a challenging, although interesting and promising, research
direction.

To promote this research direction, and based on the Scene250 benchmark [219] for
sketches, and ImageNet [50], we built the SceneSBR2018 and SceneIBR2018 bench-
marks [4,225] and organized two SHREC’18 tracks on 3D scene retrieval in 2018. However,
either SceneSBR2018 or SceneIBR2018 contains only 10 distinct scene classes. In order to
make the benchmarks more comprehensive, after these two tracks, we have tripled [5, 222]
the size of SceneSBR2018 and SceneIBR2018 in 2019, resulting in two extended bench-
marks SceneSBR2019 and SceneIBR2019, which have 750 2D scene sketches,
30,000 2D scene images and 3,000 3D scene models. Similarly, all the 2D scene sketches,
2D scene images and 3D scene models are equally classified into 30 classes. We have kept
the same set of 2D scene sketches, 2D scene images and 3D scene models belonging to the
initial 10 classes of SceneSBR2018 and SceneIBR2018.

However, all the deep learning-based participating methods from the tracks in 2018
and 2019 are data-driven based techniques, which consider only the feature vectors (shape
descriptor, position relationship of pixels). These techniques work well on 3D object
retrieval, because objects belonging to the same category have similar shapes. But in 3D
scene retrieval, scenes belonging to the same category may have quite different shapes,
thus, the accuracy to retrieve 3D scene models is usually much lower without using other
techniques.

In order to improve the 3D scene retrieval accuracy, we introduce the concept of seman-
tics into the retrieval process. The semantic information of a 3D scene is that the objects
appear in a certain scene often have object-object and object-scene relatedness information.
For example, in a classroom scene, chair and desk objects have a high probability of appear-
ance, because they are highly correlated in the context of a classroom scene. In addition,
by this means, we can also improve the object detection performance for scene sketches,
images, and models. For instance, if an elephant object is detected in a classroom scene, it
will raise an alarm for mistakes. Therefore, by incorporating semantics information, we can
increase the 3D scene retrieval accuracy.

In addition, due to lack of available high-quality 2D scene sketch data, there is an
urgent need to curate a large-scale scene sketch dataset for 2D scene sketch-based 3D
scene retrieval. Currently available and related scene sketch/contour datasets are either too
small in terms of size or limited in within-class variations in terms of quality. Even by
using Amazon Mechanical Turk, collecting/generating a large number of scene sketches
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for training deep learning models for 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval is still a
challenging task. Therefore, we proposed a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)-based
scene sketch generation approach to automatically generate 2D scene sketches by utilizing
the existing large amount of 2D natural scene images.

1.2 Project Overview

The project aims at building a richly-annotated hierarchical scene database, named SceneNet,
to support related large-scale scene understanding applications, especially large-scale 3D
scene retrieval. Based on SceneNet, we propose a large-scale 3D scene retrieval framework
which generates good retrieval performance in terms of accuracy, efficiency and extensibility,
for a variety of applications including 3D printing, animation production, and virtual reality
(VR)-based applications, such as online touring. 3D scene retrieval is to retrieve man-made
3D scene models given a user’s hand-drawn 2D scene sketch or a 2D scene image usually
captured by a camera. There is a gap in their domains: 3D scene models or views differ
from either non-realistic 2D scene sketches or realistic 2D scene images. In fact, due to the
even bigger representation gap between rough 2D scene sketch representation and accurate
3D scene model coordinates, 2D scene sketch-based 3D model retrieval (SceneSBR) is one
of the most challenging research topics in the field of 3D scene retrieval. To bridge the
gap in semantics (i.e. categories) due to their diverse representations for even the same 3D
real scene, a novel semantic tree-based 3D scene retrieval framework is proposed in this
project. The proposed approach can effectively capture semantic information of 2D scene
sketches/images and 3D scene models, accurately measure their similarities, and therefore
greatly enhance the retrieval performance. We also adapt the retrieval framework for related
applications research in semantics-driven 2D scene sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval.
The project will accelerate the speed of applying 3D scene retrieval techniques in related
large-scale applications by providing an infrastructure to perform information search at
semantic level, like Google.

Content-Based 3D Model Retrieval. 3D models consist of 3D data (typically a list of
vertices and faces) to represent 3D objects. 3D models are widely used in a lot of fields,
such as industry product design, visualization and entertainment, 3D modeling, rendering,
and animation. In recent years, the number of 3D models keeps increasing drastically, which
triggers urgent research tasks and a lot of research interests in developing effective and
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Figure 1.1: Semantic sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval framework. Scene semantics of
a particular scene category S contain the following three probability distributions: (1) Object
occurrence probability P(Oi|S) is the conditional probability that an object class Oi appears
in S; (2) Object co-occurrence probability P(Oi,O j|S) is the conditional probability that
both of two object classes Oi and O j appear simultaneously in S; (3) Spatial relation
probability P(SR(Oi,O j)|S) is the conditional probability that two object classes Oi and O j
have a certain spatial relation (SR, a spatial preposition) in S , e.g., SR(Oi,O j) = support /
surround / near, that is, Oi supports / surrounds / is near to O j.

efficient 3D shape retrieval algorithms for related applications. Given a query which is often
a 2D sketch/image or a 3D model, content-based 3D model retrieval is to retrieve relevant
3D models (typically only single object models) coming from the same category as the
query, and then rank them in the front part of the rank list as much as possible, while at the
same time pushing irrelevant 3D models to the back of the rank list. Effectiveness, efficiency,
and scalability are three most important performance metrics, which can be measured by a
set of performance metrics commonly used in the field of information retrieval.

Most existing content-based 3D model retrieval algorithms target on single 3D object
model retrieval, we are the first who built the first 3D scene retrieval benchmark [7, 227]
based on either 2D scene image or sketch queries. We are also the first group who pioneered
this research direction by organizing two 2018 Eurographics Shape Retrieval Contest
(SHREC) tracks [4, 225].

2D Scene Sketch-Based 3D Scene Retrieval is to retrieve relevant 3D scenes using a
2D scene sketch as input. This scheme is intuitive and convenient for users to learn and
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search for 3D scenes. It is also very promising and has great potentials in many applications
such as autonomous driving cars, 3D scene reconstruction, 3D geometry video retrieval,
and virtual reality (VR) in 3D Entertainment like Disney World’s Avatar Flight of Passage
Ride [21, 186, 201]. While, existing 3D model retrieval algorithms have mainly focused
on single object retrieval and have not handled retrieving such 3D scene content, which
involves a lot of new research questions and challenges. Considering its vast application
scenarios, we believe that this research topic does deserve our further explorations and will
raise more and more interests and attentions from both inside and outside of the 3D object
retrieval research community.

In addition, there are many existing 2D sketch-based 3D shape retrieval algorithms that
usually targets the problem of retrieving a list of candidate 3D models using a single sketch
as input, there is little existing research work on 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval.
2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval is a brand new research topic in the field of 3D
object retrieval. Unlike traditional sketch-based 3D model retrieval which ideally assumes
that a query sketch contains only a single object, this is a new 3D model retrieval topic
within the context of a 2D scene sketch which contains several objects that may overlap
with each other and thus be occluded and also have relative location configurations. It is
challenging due to the semantic gap existing between the iconic 2D representation of scene
sketches and more accurate 3D representation of 3D models.

2D Scene Image-Based 3D Scene Retrieval is also a new research topic in the field of
3D object retrieval. Given a 2D scene image, it is to search for relevant 3D scenes from a
dataset. It has an intuitive and convenient framework which allows users to learn, search,
and utilize the retrieved results for vast related applications. For example, automatic 3D
content generation based on one or a sequence of captured images for AR applications, or 3D
cartoon animation production, robotic vision (i.e. path finding), and consumer electronics
apps development, which facilitate users to efficiently generate a 3D scene after taking an
image of a real scene. It is also very promising and has great potentials in other related
applications such as 3D geometry video retrieval, and highly capable autonomous vehicles
like the Renault SYMBIOZ [164] [187]. However, similarly there is little research in 2D
scene image-based 3D scene shape retrieval [136] [216] due to at least two reasons: (1) the
problem itself is challenging to cope with; (2) lack of related retrieval benchmarks. Seeing
the benefit of advances in retrieving 3D scene models using 2D scene image queries makes
the research direction meaningful, interesting and promising.
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Project Goal & Approach. Therefore, now we can find that there is either a big semantic
gap between 2D scene sketches and 3D scene models for 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene
shape retrieval, or a scarce of substantial research in 2D scene image-based 3D scene shape
retrieval due to its challenges and difficulties. In this project, we propose a semantic-tree
based large scale 3D scene retrieval strategy to both bridge the semantic gap and overcome
the challenges. Assisted by a semantic tree for 2D/3D scenes, we will develop a new
sketch/image-based 3D scene search approach, which will 1) be able to accurately retrieve
similar 3D scenes given users’ sketches/images; 2) have low computational costs, suitable
for real-time online/mobile applications; 3) be scalable to large-scale 3D scene retrieval.

Although the representation of 2D sketch/images and 3D scene differ a lot, there exists
a common thing shared by them, which is semantic information. Semantic information
describes high-level representation of 2D sketches/images and 3D scenes. It provides
a possible bridge to reduce the representation gap among them. Motivated by this, an
interesting question is raised: “Can we use semantic information to bridge the semantic
gap?” Proposed work concentrates on semantics-based 3D scene retrieval framework.

Semantics-Based 3D Scene Retrieval Framework. We propose a comprehensive and
novel semantic tree-based 3D scene retrieval framework, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. Given
a 2D query sketch/image and a dataset of 3D scene models, we will first build up a scene
semantic tree in two steps. Step 1: Build a scene semantic tree based on the semantic
ontology in WordNet [140]. Then, classify collected 2D and 3D scene models into certain
nodes in the tree according to their semantic classification/label information (i.e. semantic
concepts or names). Step 2: Next, we will identify the semantic attributes (i.e. object labels
contained in the scenes) that the 2D query sketch/image contains via a deep learning-based
classification approach. Step 3: Finally, by measuring the semantic similarity between the
2D sketch’s or 2D image’s semantic attributes and the nodes in the semantic tree, we will
compute the similarities between the 2D sketches/images and 3D scenes to find out the most
relevant 3D scenes.

1.3 Overview of the Approach

1.3.1 Challenges in Existing 3D Model Retrieval Techniques.

Previous 3D model search approaches mainly target a Query-by-Model framework (using
existing 3D models as queries) due to its simplicity. However, this search strategy is not
a human-natural way to search 3D models and therefore cannot satisfy the need of many
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applications. For example, when human design a product, an architecture, or a cartoon
animation role/scene, human usually sketch it on a paper or on a touch device (i.e. cellphone,
pad, or laptop) to search for its similar 3D models. In virtual reality and 3D games, people
would like to involve their hands/control console in creating 3D scenes based on existing
3D models. Hence, retrieving 3D models based on human sketches becomes a desired
and necessary searching strategy. It will provide a valuable tool for a lot of applications
including human computer interaction, 3D cartoon animation, game design, and virtual
reality etc.

In recent years, more than a dozen of sketch-based 3D model retrieval algorithms [103,
105, 108–113] have been proposed. Most methods render a large number of 2D views
from 3D models and match a 2D query sketch with 2D views. That is, given a 2D sketch
query and a 3D model dataset, a set of views will be sampled first for each 3D model, then
extract a 2D shape descriptor for each view and the query sketch. Next, the minimum shape
descriptor distance between the query sketch and all the sample views is computed and it
is regarded as the sketch-model distance. Finally, all the target 3D models are ranked by
sorting the sketch-model distances.

However, such kinds of methods usually suffer from high computational cost and low

retrieval accuracy [109, 112]. This is due to a big semantic gap between 2D sketch and
3D model. Human sketches always have arbitrary styles, iconic representations in 2D
space, high-level abstraction, and drastic simplification, which bring a lot of difficulties in
sketch description and representation. A 3D model of an object is generally an accurate
representation of its geometry information. Such difference between the representation
of 2D sketches and 3D models produces a big semantic gap, which make the search
based on a direct 2D-3D comparison extremely difficult even if we sample views densely.
Therefore, it is still a very challenging task for existing algorithms to achieve outstanding
performance [109, 112], in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency, especially when
applied on a large-scale sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval scenario.

1.3.2 WordNet and WordNet-Based Semantic Multimedia Retrieval.

WordNet [140] is a lexical database of concepts/synsets, represented by a set of synonyms.
Each node in the tree represents one word, which has one or more senses (meanings). Each
sense has its synset and a set of words are related through the following three relationships:
hypernyms/hyponyms (IS_A relation), holonyms (MEMBER_OF relation) and meronyms
(PART_OF relation), as demonstrated in Fig. 1.2. As a lexical dictionary of semantic
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concepts, WordNet has been vastly applied in semantic multimedia retrieval of either text
or image objects. Aslandogan et al. [20] utilized WordNet for query expansion in image
retrieval. They considered synonyms of nouns and verbs, different number of senses of a
word, and other three relationships (IS_A, MEMBER_OF, and PART_OF) mentioned before.
They found that for query expansion the optimal setting is using synonyms of all senses,
or considering the synonyms and the IS_A and MEMBER_OF relations of the first sense
of a word. Marszalek and Schmid [133] proposed to utilize WordNet to build a semantic
and hierarchical graph for the objects involved in recognition. Based on labeled training
data, they learned a binary classifier for each node in the graph. Wang et al. [198] proposed
to build an ontology based on WordNet for a 3D model benchmark, infer 3D semantic
properties by rule engine based on Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL), and perform
semantic retrieval using the ontology. A survey on three typical semantics processing
(relevance feedback, machine learning, and ontology) has been performed in [65], while
Tousch et al. [188] presented a survey on semantics-based image labeling. According to our
previous related research experience [104, 108, 111], class-based or semantic information-
based 3D model retrieval is a promising approach to improve retrieval accuracy, especially
for certain performance metrics like NN and FT since we can push forward more 3D models
that have been correctly classified into one class, to the front part of a retrieval rank list.
There are some other important related applications employing 2D/3D semantics, such as
scene recognition [237], 3D reconstruction and segmentation [220], and part-based 3D
retrieval [64].

1.3.3 Scene Semantic Tree Definition.

WordNet [140] provides a broad and deep taxonomy with over 80K distinct synsets rep-
resenting distinct noun concepts arranged as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) network of
hyponym relationships (e.g., “table” is a hyponym of “furniture”). As shown in Fig. 1.1, a
scene semantic tree is a hierarchy of classes with corresponding 2D sketches, images and
3D scene models organized based on the semantic hierarchy in WordNet synsets. Each class
(synset) of the scene semantic tree has several attributes (i.e. is-a, has-part, or is-made-of
relations) according to its gloss defined in WordNet. Each leaf node of the scene semantic
tree has a number of 2D sketches, images and 3D scene models belonging to the leaf node
class. It also contains scene semantics information for the scene class. For a particular
scene category S, we form its scene semantics based on the following three probability
distributions.
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Figure 1.2: WordNet ontology example.

1. Object occurrence probability P(Oi|S): the conditional probability that an object
class Oi appears in S;

2. Object co-occurrence probability P(Oi,O j|S): the conditional probability that both
of two object classes Oi and O j appear simultaneously in S;

3. Spatial relation probability P(SR(Oi,O j)|S): the conditional probability that two
object classes Oi and O j have a certain spatial relation (SR, a spatial preposition) in S

, e.g., SR(Oi,O j) = support / surround / near, that is, Oi supports / surrounds / is near
to O j.

Therefore, the scene semantic tree forms a network of classes, attributes (i.e. scene object
categorical names and their statistics) and related scene files (images, sketches and models).
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1.4 Thesis Organization

I first conduct a a literature review in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents a comparison of methods
for 3D scene shape retrieval from the related four SHREC’18 and SHREC’19 tracks based on
the benchmarks built by us. Chapter 4 presents a probabilistic deep learning scene semantics
generation method, a semantics-based 3D scene retrieval approach, as well as the results and
our findings. Chapter 5 demonstrates how to utilize adversarial networks to automatically
generate 2D scene sketches from 2D scene images. Finally, I draw a conclusion and propose
our initial algorithm designs for the future work in Chapter 6.

1.5 Summary

Sketch/Image-based 3D scene retrieval are brand new, interesting, and challenging research
topics with a lot of application potentials. There is extremely limited preliminary work in
this field, which allows us to explore many promising ideas and interesting results. In this
project, we mainly propose a semantics-driven large-scale 3D scene retrieval framework
which builds on a richly-annotated hierarchical scene database that has been curated by us.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

With ubiquitous cameras and popular 3D scanning and capturing devices to help us capture
2D/3D scene data, there are many scene understanding related applications, as well as quite a
few important and interesting research problems in processing, analyzing, and understanding
the available scene data. During the recent several years, there is significant advancement
in different research directions in this field and quite a few novel 3D scene analysis and
processing methods have been proposed correspondingly in each direction. This dissertation
provides a review and critical evaluation on the most recent (i.e., within five recent years) and
novel data-driven or semantics-driven 3D scene analysis and processing methods, as well as
several involved 3D scene datasets. For each method, its advantage(s) and disadvantage(s)
are discussed, after an overview and/or analysis of the approach. Finally, based on the
review, we propose several promising future research directions in this field.

2.1 Introduction

Nowadays, more and more different types of 3D sensing devices could help us capture
3D scene data, such as Acuity Laser [9], Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) [204],
Leap Motion [203], etc. Those captured 3D scenes include not only indoor scenes, but
also outdoor scenes. In addition, in order to deal with different situations or meet different
research requirements, researchers have built different benchmarks [46], [234], [183],
[191], and [72]. [46], [183] and [191] are built for 3D indoor and/or outdoor scene
research, while [234] and [72] are more accurate and more comprehensive than previous
benchmarks.

We organized 4 3D scene retrieval SHREC tracks [225], [4], [222], and [5] in 2019
and 2020. In those tracks, we built a SceneSBRIBR benchmark which has 3,000 3D scene
models for all the participants train and test their models, as organizers, we proposed a
method as well.

From all the tracks, we realized that in the field of artificial intelligence, the demand
for 3D scene analysis and processing area are getting higher and higher. Compared to 3D
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objects, 3D scenes are more directly related to our daily life. There are a large amount of real
life relevant applications, such as autonomous driving cars, 3D geometry video retrieval, 3D
AR/VR Entertainment, etc. Therefore, recently researchers have proposed many 3D scene
analysis and processing methods and contributed significantly to this research area. 3D scene
retrieval is one part of this area. The research directions within this area include: a) 3D scene
classification, which is to classify the 3D scene models into different certain categories;
b) 3D scene recognition, which is to recognize the category of a given 3D scene; c) 3D
scene retrieval, which is to retrieve 3D scene models given an input query (i.e., a 2D scene
sketch/image) provided by the users; d) 3D scene reconstruction, which is to reconstruct
three-dimensional scene models from multiple 2D projected scene images, whose depth
information may be missing; e) 3D scene generation, which is to generate 3D scene models
from 2D images or nature languages (e.g., "a person besides a table").

These research directions may involve either data-driven or semantics-driven based
techniques: a) Data-driven methods are the methods that are based on the original raw
data or the data preprocessed by some techniques like redundant data points reduction, error
data removal [71], GPU parallel calculating, etc. b) Correspondingly, Semantics-driven
methods are the techniques that are not only based on the data, but also incorporate semantic
information of the objects or context in the 3D scenes. For examples, [157] proposed a
3D scene classification method based on semantic labels extracted from 3D scenes. [14]
presented a web-based 3D room layout generation system, which utilizes the semantic
information of each furniture in a 3D room and each furniture’s related objects. In addition,
to improve reconstruction accuracy, [192] reconstructed a 3D scene by fusing the 3D map
with the semantic information of each objects in the scene, etc.

Section 2.2 provides an overview by defining several typical related terminologies, and
summarizing the papers to be reviewed in the survey. Sections 2.3∼2.8 introduce and
review each direction individually. Finally, after a conclusion, several promising future work
directions are proposed in Section 2.11.

2.2 Terminologies

In this section, we first provide a definition for the most commonly used terminologies in
3D scene analysis and processing techniques.

3D Scene. In computer world, we define a 3D scene as an arrangement of scenery
objects and properties to represent a recognizable place, where the objects that appear, and
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their shapes, sizes, and spatial relationships, as well as the background (i.e., ground, and
sky) are important features to characterize the place.

3D Scene Shape Representations. 3D scene contains a list of objects, which are
entitled independent representations to represent their shapes and textures. To represent
and easily maintain the semantic relationship between the objects in a scene, a scene graph
data structure is often used. People have developed quite a few 3D object representations
to meet the needs of practical applications, for example, (1) meshes; (2) point sets; (3)
Spline surfaces; (4) Volumetric representations (i.e., voxels, particle systems, and finite
element method (FEM); (4) Subdivision surfaces (i.e., Loop subdivision surface [127]); (5)
Constructive solid geometry (CSG) (define a shape based on boolean operations on simple
objects); and (6) Implicit surfaces (a surface defined by a mathematical equation).

Besides the above representations, RGB-D is a popular 3D scene representation to
represent 3D scenes captured by various 3D capturing and sensing devices.

3D Scene Features. We can divide 3D scene features into low-level 3D scene features
and high-level 3D scene features. Low-level 3D Scene Features: characterize a 3D scene
at a lower level, e.g., pixel level, by focusing one details like color, texture, shape (e.g.,
lines, dots), spatial location, etc. High-level 3D Scene Features: represent a scene at a
higher level, e.g., object-level or object-group level, by examining the spatial and semantic
relationships between the objects in the scene.

3D Scene Semantics Information. Semantics information is used to interpret a special
entity. There are a lot of semantic information (i.e. objects, object parts and object groups)
existing in 3D scene models. To improve 3D scene analysis and processing accuracy, we
could incorporate such semantic information into the learning process.

3D Scene Datasets. A 3D scene dataset is a collection of 3D scene data spanning over
different categories, and often contains both training and testing subsets. Different 3D scene
datasets are built for different purpose, e.g., Cordts et al. [46] released a Cityscapes dataset
for urban street 3D scene analysis, while Vasiljevic et al. [191] curated a Dense Indoor and
Outdoor DEpth (DIODE) dataset for both indoor and outdoor 3D scene analysis.

In this dissertation, we review very recently (i.e., within five recent years) published
thirty-five (35) papers related to the five research directions (3D scene classification/ recog-
nition/ retrieval/ reconstruction/ generation). We further group them into two different
inputs (2D and 3D), as well as two types of approaches (data-driven and semantics-driven).
Table 2.1 gives the overview of the above information. In the following five sections, we
will review each of the five research directions individually.
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Table 2.1: Overview of the thirty-five (35) 3D scene analysis and processing papers reviewed
in this dissertation w.r.t different research directions, inputs, and approaches.

Tasks Input (2D) Input (3D) Data-driven Semantics-driven
classification [3],[38],[40],[50],[58] [12],[32] [3],[32],[38],[50],[58] [12],[40]
recognition [6],[67] [37],[45],[65],[69] [6],[45],[69] [37],[65],[67]

retrieval [44] [63](methods 1∼3), [64] [44],[63](methods 1∼2), [64] [63](method 3)

reconstruction
[8],[15],[18],[22] [8],[15],[18] [35],[43],[54]
[23],[35],[39],[41],[42] [22],[23],[39],[41]
[43],[47],[54],[62] [42],[47],[62]

generation [5],[31],[34] [21],[57],[66] [66] [5],[21],[31],[34],[57]

2.3 3D Scene Classification

Given a 3D scene model, 3D scene classification is to classify this scene model into one of
the candidate categories.

2.3.1 Data-driven 3D Scene Classification

A variety of data-driven based methods have been proposed and many of them work well
under certain circumstances.

Steinhauser et al. [182] proposed a scene classification method based on the data
collected from a LIDAR laser scanner. It can be used to collect and classify the raw data of
the real time surrounding environment of the vehicle into safe condition for driving road
and unsafe obstacles (static obstacles or moving obstacles). They tested the method on the
university campus and forest tracks, and the approach generates good results in estimating
safe road (e.g., untarred road). However, it still has some places to be improved: (a) need to
reduce the time cost of the method so as to run in real time, (b) make the method be able to
deal with the LIDAR failure issues (e.g., scanner may fail in a small degree range, like 10
degrees), (c) the algorithm may not work well if there are quite a few moving cars around
the vehicle, or when only a small number of landmarks are visible or the trees beside the
road are dense and hard to distinguish them from each other.

Naseer et al. [146] conducted a survey on diverse indoor scene understanding tasks
such as scene classification and reconstruction, semantic segmentation, object detection and
pose estimation. They also reviewed related evaluation performance metrics for the above
tasks, and proposed current challenges and open research problems that require further
investigation.

Lin et al. [121] proposed a method for indoor scene understanding based on RGB-D data.
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They utilized the Constrained Parametric Min-Cuts (CPMC) [35] framework to generate
candidate cuboids for the 3D objects in a 3D scene, and then classify these cuboids. With 2D
segmentation information, 3D geometry properties, and the contexture relationship between
objects and scenes integrated in this method, the 3D object and 3D scene classification can
be solved together. Compared to the Part Based Model DPM [59], their method made a good
performance improvement on the NYU v2 dataset [172]: the F1-score accuracy, which is
the harmonic mean value of the precision and recall [52], has been increased considerably.

Wang et al. [196] proposed two contributions to solve the two issues existing in
scene recognition/classification: (a) large intra-class variations; (b) label ambiguity. Firstly,
they proposed a multi-resolution CNN architecture, which consists two parts: (a) coarse-
resolution CNNs, which deal with global features and large objects in the scene; (b) fine-
resolution CNNs, which deal with local features and small objects in the scene. They are
complementary to each other. Secondly, for the label ambiguity issue, they adopted two
ways to deal with it: (i) utilizing a confusion matrix technique (by computing the similarity
between any two categories), which can put those ambiguous scene categories into one
super category (e.g., outdoor athletic, and outdoor track scenes); (ii) using other networks
to predict the label of each scene, which is called soft label. Then train the model with the
guidance of super category labels and soft labels. However, there still exist some failure
examples: some scene categories still cannot be distinguished with each other easily, e.g.,
supermarkets and top shops are similar if looked from outside.

Aiger et al. [12] proposed a multi-view based CNN model, which has a good accuracy
in classifying water and trees. Compared with the state-of-the-art model Inception-V3 [185],
the related accuracy has been increased from 79% to 96%. The method requires neither
fully-segmented labels, nor marked object class boundaries in the scene image, while it only
requires sparsely labeled pixels.

Muller-Budack et al. [144] treated the geolocalization (subdividing the earth into
multiple geographical cells) of a photo as a scene classification problem. To incorporate the
hierarchical knowledge of different spatial resolutions, they adopted a multi-partition CNN
model, which can be used to compute geolocalization loss. Moreover, they extracted the
scene labels information from different scene types (indoor, nature, urban, etc) by using the
ResNet model [77], and incorporated the information into the multi-partition CNN model as
well. They ran their method on two benchmarks Im2GPS [75] and Im2GPS3k [194], and
compared with the PlaNet [200] approach and demonstrated that their method has improved
the classification accuracy. This CNN model requires a small number of training images and
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does not rely on the retrieval results from any datasets for verification. To further improve
the geolocalization, they could also incorporate other contextual information into the CNN
model, such as specific landmarks, image styles, etc.

Mohammad and Hossein [156] presented a geometric features-based system for 3D
model categorization. The system extracts the geometric features from faces and vertexes.
And a histogram of geometrical features are used for the 3D models classification. The
histogram includes two variables: (1) deviation angle of vertex normal vector from center-
to-vertex vector [156]; (2) distance of the center of the object to vertex. They also adopt
mutual Euclidean distance histogram to improve the categorization accuracy, utilize the
Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers to
compare their categorization result and speed.

2.3.2 Semantics-driven 3D Scene Classification

Unlike data-driven 3D scene classification that only focuses on the scene data itself,
semantics-driven 3D scene classification also considers the semantic relatedness between
objects, or between objects and scenes.

Since it is challenging for robotics to achieve a high accuracy in 3D indoor scene
classification due to a large number of scene categories in related datasets, Chen et al. [40]
proposed a word vector (a.k.a word embedding) based algorithm for the 3D indoor scene
classification task. This algorithm first uses GPS to locate a robot’s rough area, e.g., school,
shopping mall, etc. Then it just needs to search the objects belonging to this area instead
of searching all the object categories. They employed different CNN models for different
purposes in their approach, which consists of four modules. The first is a typical CNN-based
scene classification module to obtain the top-5 prediction labels. The second is a CNN-based
scene parsing module which is to detect the objects, background and foreground in a scene.
Next, the third module word embedding is to compute the vector for the objects in a scene
image and the vector for the top-5 prediction labels. Finally, the fourth module refines the
rank list of the top-5 labels based on the comparison of the above two vectors. They adopted
ResNet50 as the CNN model. After incorporating the word vector information into the CNN
model, they further increased its classification accuracies on both the Places365 dataset and
their selected indoor scenes dataset, that is, the school, home and shopping mall scenes
selected from the original Places365 dataset.

Rangel et al. [157] proposed a scene classifier based on the semantic labels recognized
by the Clarifai [180] descriptor. This paper compares the Clarifai-based approach with other
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descriptors (i.e., GIST, ESF), and shows that the Clarifai-based descriptor is competitive if
compared with those state-of-the-art ones. Moreover, the Clarifai-based approach performs
the best when dealing with general scenes. For example, after this approach is trained on the
semantic sequences of one type of building scenes, it can obtain good classification results
on the semantic sequences of another type of building scenes.

2.4 3D Scene Recognition

3D scene recognition is to recognize the category of a given 3D scene, unlike 3D scene
classification, the candidate categories are not provided. Similar to 3D scene classification,
3D scene recognition can be categorized into data-driven and semantics-driven approaches.

2.4.1 Data-driven 3D Scene Recognition

Behl et al. [25] proposed a new system for estimating 3D scene traffic flow for autonomous
driving. This system addresses the large displacement or local ambiguity (due to lack of
texture or surface reflection) problems which can fail the estimation in existing methods.
It is a recognition-based approach instead of like existing ones relying on local features.
They conducted experiments on 2D bounding boxes calculation, 2D instance segmentations,
and 3D object part predictions. The results demonstrated that the approach improves the
performance by a lot when dealing with large displacement or local ambiguities.

Zhong et al. [235] proposed a method for 3D text recognition in 3D scenes. It helps in
shadow detection and removal. This method segments shadow pixels from background and
text pixels by utilizing the Gabor kernel, then removes their depth information, and finally
converts the 3D texts into a 2D text image. Since it is the first attempt in 3D text recognition,
there are still some room for improvement. For example, the thresholds determined by the
Gabor kernel for shadow detection cannot achieve good performance where there are low
contrast, small fonts, non-uniform illumination effects, and so on.

Shi et al. [170] proposed a variational denoising recursive autoencoder (VDRAE) system
to predict the 3D scene layout of a 3D point cloud indoor scene, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.1.
This system generates and denoises the predicted 3D object proposals by incorporating the
hierarchical context information of 3D objects. The denoised indoor scenes can improve
the 3D scene recognition accuracy. However, this system is not an end-to-end system. For
example, the hierarchical proposals prediction and denoising steps are done separately.

Caglayan et al. [32] proposed a two-stage object and scene recognition framework, which
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Figure 2.1: A VDRAE-based 3D object layout prediction example. Segmented 3D point
cloud as input (top left), processed by VDRAE system (top right, make the objects in the
same category have the same color), and make fully objects contained in 3D bounding boxes
(bottom) [170].

can recognize scenes from RGB-D images captured by RGB-D sensors. The first stage is
a pretrained CNN model that can extract different level visual features. The second stage
utilizes multiple random recursive neural networks (RNNs) to map the extracted features
into high-level representations. In addition, they extended the idea of randomness in RCNNs
and proposed a randomized pooling schema to improve the recognition accuracy.

2.4.2 Semantics-driven 3D Scene Recognition

Zhao et al. [231] proposed a framework that can parse scene images at both pixel level and
word concept level. They jointly embedded them into a high-dimensional positive vector
space, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.2. At the word concept level, their framework incorporates
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the semantic word-word relations, i.e., using a hypernym/hyponym based on WordNet
[58]. They made rules for the space construction process: making the pixel level features
close to their annotated labels and keeping the semantic relations unchanged. In general,
their framework includes two streams: (a) Concept stream, which is to incorporate the
semantic relationship information into the embedding space; (b) Image stream, which is to
segment the image by using a fully convolutional network. Then, their framework combines
the two streams by a joint loss function to measure the similarity in their image features
and word concept hierarchies, while the weights of the two streams in the loss function
are predefined. They selected 150 object categories from the ADE20K dataset [240] to
train and test their framework based on certain evaluation measures, e.g., using weighted
intersection-over-union (IoU) [202] as a baseline flat metric. They also compared their
jointly embedding framework with other models, such as Word2Vec [138]. The results
show that their framework has achieved better performance and demonstrated two main
advantages: (a) It has more freedom for the user to label an object at different grained levels
(e.g., Husky and dog categories) without sacrificing the training accuracy. (b) The system is
end-to-end, thus the semantic relationship information can be extended easily in the system.
Nevertheless, it also has some limitations that may affect its performance, such as: (a) the
training data and target data are very different from each other; (b) compared to the label set,
the size of the image dataset is too small.

Huang et al. [82] proposed a multitask learning-based [36] 3D indoor scene recognition
method. This method classify the 3D indoor scenes based on 3D point cloud or voxels
data instead of 2D images. They also incorporate the semantic object label information
during the 3D indoor scene recognition process. By combing the geometry and the object
label information of the scene, the multitask method can reach 90.3% accuracy on ScanNet
dataset.

Miksik et al. [139] presented an augmented reality system for 3D outdoor scene
recognition and reconstruction. This system simulates the 3D outdoor scene map in real-
time and allows users to segment objects manually. With a machine learning model learned
from the existing 3D object/scene datasets and objects drawn by the users, the system can
recognize the scene in a more accurate way. The limitations of this system are in three-fold:
(a) the computational load is heavy; (b) it needs powerful GPUs, which limits the laptop
usage for outdoor scenes; and (c) the learning and prediction processes require users’ voice
commands to switch, and these two functions cannot be used at the same time, while in
the mean time the feedback of the two processes could amplify the errors and decrease the
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Figure 2.2: Embed image pixel features and word concepts jointly [231].

accuracy.
Yuan et al. [228] proposed a semantic tree-based framework for 3D scene model

recognition. Firstly, this framework builds a scene semantic tree based on the semantic
ontology in WordNet [58]. Secondly, the framework can identify the semantic attributes
(e.g., object labels contained in the scenes) that the 2D query image contains via a deep
learning-based recognition approach. And Finally, by measuring the semantic similarity
between the 2D image’s semantic attributes and the nodes in the semantic tree, the framework
could recognize the target 3D scene categories. In this framework, the scene semantics of
a particular scene category contain three probability distributions: (a) object occurrence
probability, it is the conditional probability that an object class appears in the scene category,
(b) object co-occurrence probability, it is the conditional probability that both of two object
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classes appear simultaneously in the scene category, and (c) spatial relation probability, it is
the conditional probability that two object classes have a certain spatial relation in the scene
category.

2.5 3D Scene Retrieval

3D scene retrieval is to retrieve 3D scene models given an input query provided by the users.
This research topic has vast applications such as 3D scene reconstruction, 3D geometry
video retrieval, and 3D AR/VR entertainment.

2.5.1 Data-driven 3D Scene Retrieval

Savva et al. [169] advised a system to design and help retrieve 3D indoor scenes. This
system is based on a large-scale learned 3D priors set which is extracted from existing 3D
scenes. These priors are related to static support, position, and orientation. Moreover, by
using those priors, this system provides suggestions for 3D object placement and assembles
3D objects with regard to desired scene category. However, this system does not consider
collision detection between two objects, which may lead to incorrect placement.

Hoàng et al. [80] presented an image content description of the Triangular Spatial
Relationships (∆-TSR) between visual entities, which improves scene retrieval performance
as well as execution time when evaluated on several datasets of city landmarks.

Yuan et al. [223] proposed a sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval algorithm. The input
query of the approach is a user’s hand-drawn 2D scene sketch or a 2D scene image. This
method represents a 3D scene model by multiple 2D view images sampled from different
viewpoints. Then, they train two CNN models separately on the 2D scene sketches/images,
and the scene view images, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Finally, the ranking is based on the two
CNN classification results on the corresponding testing datasets.

Li et al, one of the participant groups in two Shape Retrieval Contest 2019 (SHREC’19)
tracks on 3D scene retrieval tracks [5, 222], presented the Maximum Mean Discrepancy
domain adaption method based on the VGG model (MMD-VGG) to tackle 3D scene retrieval
task. The query is a 2D scene sketch/image and the target is 3D scene models. Those two
types of data come from different datasets with diverse data distribution. They address this
task from two settings, learning-based setting and non-learning based setting.

Liu et al, one more participant group in the two SHREC tracks, proposed a two-stream
CNN-based method. In their method, the 2D scene sketch/images dataset is regarded as
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the source domain, and the 3D scene models dataset is regarded as the target domain. It
processes samples from either domain with a corresponding CNN stream. They adopted
triplet center loss [78] and softmax loss for training supervision, the network is trained
to learn a unified feature embedding for each sample, which is then used for similarity
measurement for the retrieval process.

2.5.2 Semantics-driven 3D Scene Retrieval

Minh-Triet Tran et al, another participant group in the two SHREC’19 tracks on 3D scene
retrieval, proposed a domain adaptation based method named ResNet50-Based Sketch
Recognition and Adapting Place Classification for 3D Models Using Adversarial Training
(RNSRAP). In addition to the training dataset provided, they performed data augmentation
by adding semantic related sketches/images (e.g., add camel, cactus sketches/images to the
desert category). Due to the substantial variance exists in the two domains (source domain
and target domain), the adversarial adaptive method they utilized is to minimize the variance
between the source and target domains. As a result, the trained domain adaptation model
can be used for classification in both the source and target domains.

Fisher et al. [60] represented scenes as graphs that encode models and their seman-
tic relationships, then defined kernels between the graphs that compare common virtual
substructures and capture the similarity between corresponding scenes. It is shown that
by incorporating structural relationships they have achieved better results in several scene
modeling problems such as finding similar scenes, relevance feedback, and 3D model
retrieval.

2.6 3D Scene Reconstruction

Similar to 3D object reconstruction, 3D scene reconstruction is to reconstruct a three-
dimensional scene model from multiple 2D projected scene view images, whose depth
information needs to be recovered.

2.6.1 Data-driven 3D Scene Reconstruction

Hossein and Hassan [56] proposed a space curve-based method that can reconstruct a mov-
ing three-dimensional (3D) object from stereo rigs captured image sequences. Space curves
are extracted from the stereo images, this method ensures accurate geometry, minimize the
number of outliers, and photometric information is not required by adopting the new space
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Figure 2.3: VBV-VGG architecture [223].

curve extraction method. In addition, by utilizing perpendicular double stereo, the method
can estimate the motion of the 3D object more accurately. And based on the estimated
motion, they construct multiple virtual cameras to obtain multiple views and extract the
finest visual hull of the 3D object, which is useful for reconstructing poorly textured objects.

Song et al. [178] presented an end-to-end system named semantic scene completion
network (SSCNet), which is based on convolutional neural network techniques. It is able
to reconstruct a 3D indoor scene by using 3D voxel representations and predict semantic
segmentation labels with a 2D depth image as input. This system takes both 3D scene
reconstruction and semantic labels into consideration simultaneously, which were handled
individually in previous work. This system solves two issues: a) extend the receptive field of
the network to effectively capture 3D volume data context information; b) manually build a
3D scene dataset named SUNCG, which provides complete labeled 3D objects information.

Bobenrieth et al. [28] proposed a 3D indoor scene reconstruction method. Due to the
reason that some applications require a complete scanning data captured by some scanning
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devices like Kinect, which is a time-consuming process, their method only requires a
few shots of the 3D scene, and also no overlapping requirement is required to generate a
seamless scene. This method aligns these shots by looking for a group of transformations,
and constructs an alignment graph which is used to find a global solution for all the
transformations. However, since their method searches all the possible solutions, the time
cost is highly dependent on the provided number of shots, e.g., it only takes a few seconds
for simple cases, but the time may increase rapidly if the provided number of shots increases
sharply.

Penner and Zhang [151] proposed a method to perform soft (keeping depth uncertainty)
3D scene reconstruction and view synthesis. During each stage, their method keeps the
depth uncertainty, which can help to refine the depth estimates of object boundaries during
the 3D reconstruction step. It also helps to adjust view rays and texture mapping rays
during the view synthesis step. Their approach accepts a variety of inputs, which include
not only structured images and wide-baseline captures, but also unstructured images and
narrow-baseline captures.

Dai et al. [48] presented a data-driven based system named ScanComplete, which can
reconstruct a high-resolution 3D scene from an incomplete RGB-D 3D scene scan. This
system utilizes fully-convolutional neural network techniques to train on small subvolumes
of the 3D scene and test on either small or large 3D scenes. In addition, in order to obtain
high-resolution outputs with regard to the 3D scene size, the system adopts a coarse-to-fine
strategy to predict small details and global structure simultaneously. The results show that it
improves the quality of the 3D scene reconstruction with incomplete RGB-D 3D scan input
as well as the semantic segmentation performance when compared with other methods.

Xu et al. [217] presented a system of reconstructing unknown 3D indoor scenes
automatically with a single robot. This system enables the robot to scan and reconstruct the
scene simultaneously, while taking care of both exploration efficiency and high quality scans.
The system utilizes a time-varing 2D tensor field, a 2D image computed over the partial
scanned scene, to guide the movement and camera control of the robot along its movement
path. The system flexibly guides the camera’s movement instead of using a fixed camera.

In 2018, Guo and Guo [71] presented a method to improve the reconstruction of urban
scenes with buildings based on multi-view images. This method fuses the reconstructed
dense points and line segments. According to the fusion process, it helps remove error line
segments, sample the correct line segments with points, and finally determine and fuse the
corrected line segments and points for the 3D scene. The results show that the approach
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provides more accurate edge information in some parts with rare point features to represent
the 3D urban scenes, such as windows and walls, and the time cost is acceptable.

Ritchie et al. [165] presented a 3D indoor scene synthesis model that can solve the
following three limitations existing in previous work: (1) cannot place reasonable objects in
the scene; (2) fail to take the size of an object into consideration; and (3) time-consuming.
This model is a deep convolutional generative model, which can generate data distributions.
It utilizes a top-down scene image, extracted from a 3D scene and fed into the model to
iteratively synthesize new objects into the 3D scene. The synthesis process involves the
decisions of objects’ categories, positions, orientations, and sizes.

Rematas et al. [161] developed an end-to-end system to reconstruct a 3D soccer field
with moving players from a soccer game video. It can detect the players in the video and
estimate the depth map for each player. Compared to other methods that need to set up many
synchronized cameras in a real soccer field, this system can reduce the cost. However, this
system also has some limitations, e.g., if the system fails to detect the player(s), the player(s)
will not be presented in the reconstruction result, and the overlap between the players may
cause incorrect depth estimation, etc.

In 2019, Dong et al. [55] presented an end-to-end system that allows multiple robots
to collaboratively scan unknown 3D indoor scenes for 3D scene reconstruction. This
system utilizes an approach, named Optimal Mass Transport (OMT), to solve the resource
distribution problem for the robots scanning the 3D indoor scenes. It adopts a divide-
and-conquer scheme to assign tasks to the robots and optimize their paths. The timing
and statistics performance information can be found in Fig. 2.4. However, this system is
greedy-based, thus, may fall into local minimum.

Flynn et al. [63] proposed a 3D scene view synthesis method, which first generates a
multiplane image (MPI), a kind of representation that can model the exterior effects of light
fields such as transparency, and then uses it for view synthesis, based on a sparse set of views
of the 3D scene. This method utilizes and improves the learned gradient descent-based
method (LGD) [10], which is to update the prediction model parameters, by replacing its
update rule with a deep neural network parameters update. This method can deal with depth
complexity, object boundaries, light reflections, and thin structures as well, and the results
demonstrate the state-of-the-art performance.

Zak et al. [145] presented an end-to-end method for 3D scene reconstruction. Unlike
traditional 3D scene construction approach which utilizes the intermediate representation
of depth maps for predicting the truncated signed distance function (TSDF) values [199].
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Figure 2.4: Performance on both synthetic (row 2 ∼ 3)and real scenes (row 4 ∼ 9). Each
row contains the scene area, # of robots (#R), # of planning intervals (#I), planning time for
each planning interval (PT), time of each planning interval (IT), total scanning time (TT),
and all robots’ total movement distance (TD) [55].

Their reconstruction approach can predict the TSDF directly without requiring depth maps
inputs, one CNN is used first to extracts features from each RGB image, and then, another
CNN is used to refine the features and predict the TSDF values. In addition, their model
obtains semantic segmentation label information with low computation. After the evaluation
on Scannet dataset, their method performs better than state-of-the-art baselines.

2.6.2 Semantics-driven 3D Scene Reconstruction

Vineet et al. [192] proposed an end-to-end 3D scene reconstruction system. This system
can efficiently perform dense, large-scale semantic 3D scene reconstruction. This system
can also deal with moving objects in the 3D scenes by fusing the semantic information of
the objects with the 3D map. The core of the system is that they adopt a hash-based fusion
approach and a volumetric mean-field (a technique that can gradually refine the edges of
each voxel in iterations [193]) based optimization approach for 3D scene reconstruction
and object labeling separately.

To improve the 3D scene reconstruction accuracy, Blaha et al. [27] presented a 3D
scene reconstruction method that takes both 3D scene reconstruction and semantic labeling
into consideration at the same time, because these two themes can affect each other. This
method is adaptive, which means it only reconstructs the necessary regions (near to the
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predicted surfaces) of the 3D scenes. This can save much memory and time, and as a result,
it can reconstruct large-scale scenes.

Savinov et al. [168] proposed an approach for dense semantic 3D reconstruction. It
utilizes two schemes: one is continuous regularization and the other one is ray potentials.
While ray potentials means that a ray is composed of voxels, and its information is contained
in the pixels of the observed images. Therefore, by using correct ray potentials, it can achieve
more accurate reconstructions. While, continuous regularization is performed to handle the
noise in the input data. Particularly, this approach can also reconstruct thin objects due to the
accurate representation of the input data, which is optimized by continuous regularization
on the surfaces.

Ma et al. [131] presented a hybrid framework to reconstruct semantic 3D dense models
from monocular images. This framework utilizes the conditional random fields (CRFs)-
based [100] method as the baseline method. It considers the correlation between 3D space
points and image pixels, which helps to obtain consistent object segmentation from multi-
view images. With those semantic information from images, it can remove the noisy points
in the 3D space, correct wrongly-labeled voxels, and fill the space where points are difficult
to recover during the reconstruction process.

Armeni et al. [18] presented a semi-automatic framework to construct a 3D scene graph,
which can carry various types of semantics (e.g., objects labels, scene categories, material
types, etc) in a 3D scene. This 3D scene graph contains 4 layers which can represent the
semantics information, camera position and 3D spacial relations (e.g., occlusion, relative
volume, etc.). The construction of such kind of 3D scene graph is usually done manually and
the labor is heavy. This framework can mitigate this problem by utilizing existing learning
methods (e.g., Mask R-CNN) and improves them based on two ways: 1. Framing, which is
a frame to sample the query images on panoramas so as to enhance the performance of 2D
detectors. 2. Multi-view consistency, which is to deal with the issues originating from 2D
detection of different camera positions.

2.7 3D Scene Generation

3D scene generation is to generate 3D scene models guided by the purpose of the generation
method. Since many professionals such as autonomous vehicle designers, game developers,
VR/AR engineers, and architects are increasingly using virtual 3D scenes for prototyping as
well as end products design, the demand for related 3D scene data is high, which triggers
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the need of 3D scene generation.

2.7.1 Data-driven 3D Scene Generation

Zhang et al. [230] proposed a 3D indoor scene modification framework to help users to
enrich 3D indoor scenes with many small objects with regard to three scheduling rules
related to: (a) object category, (b) object placement, and (c) object arrangement. The
modification process could make the scenes more realistic based on the users’ preferences.
It adopts a cost function that integrates both the constraints proposed by the framework and
the user-specified scheduling rules. However, it fails to involve the occurrence information
of small objects. For example, the laptop and mouse objects normally appear in the same
place, while the framework may separate them far away from each other.

2.7.2 Semantics-driven 3D Scene Generation

Akase and Okada [14] proposed a web-based system that deals with 3D room layout
according to users’ preferences. Their method is based on the Interactive Evolutionary
Computation (IEC) method [13], and they used a predictive approach to narrow down the
search space and adopted a multi-screen interface to reduce the fatigue of each user by using
IEC. They created a semantic database which hosts the information of each single furniture
object. This helps us to know each furniture’s related objects. In addition, by computing
the feature elements’ importance, they performed a conjoint analysis on user preferences to
generate satisfactory 3D scenes, and it achieved high user satisfaction.

Fisher et al. [61] proposed an activity-centric scene generation technique. It first anchors
an observed 3D scene, then scans the activities supported by the 3D scene environment.
Based on those activities, they finally determined semantically reasonable arrangements of
the retrieved objects from an object database. The limitation of this technique is that it is
expected to support a more general class of activities.

Walczak and Flotynski [195] presented a scene generation method by first creating
semantically described 3D meta-scenes (3D content representations), and then generating
customized 3D scenes based on those 3D meta-scenes. The advantages of using the se-
mantics include: (1) making 3D scene customization simple; (2) supporting high-level
abstraction operation and complex content customization.

Ma et al. [130] proposed a sub-scene level framework that can generate 3D indoor
scenes by using natural language commands. It contains two steps: (1) retrieve related sub-
scene(s) from a 3D scene database; (2) synthesize a new 3D scene by using the sub-scenes
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and the current 3D environment. To bridge the gap between user language commands and
scene modeling operations, they adopted a representation named Semantic Scene Graph
(SSG), which contains objects’ information, attributes and relationships to encode geometric
and semantic scene information. To demonstrate the scalability of their framework, they
need to train their model on a larger set of group relations and natural language commands.

Li et al. [116] presented a non-convolutional generative recursive neural network
(RvNN) which also focuses on indoor 3D scenes. This network can learn hierarchical
scene structures by utilizing a variational autoencoder (VAE) [34]. Fig. 2.5 shows an
example scene hierarchy. Besides the semantic object-object relations, they also proposed
three grouping operations (support, surround, and co-occurrence), and utilized object co-
occurrences during the generation process. However, global scene hierarchies have some
limitations due to certain reasons like imperfect training data, and unsatisfactory performance
on complicated scenes (i.e. messy offices), so a network that can learn sub-scene level
structures by itself may address this issue.

Li et al. [115] proposed an anisotropic convolutional network (AIC-Net) for 3 dimen-
sional semantic scene completion. This network can overcome the limitation that exists in
standard 3D convolution methods, which utilize a fixed 3D receptive field. The AIC-Net
utilizes an anisotropic 3D receptive field, it decomposes the 3D convolution into three
1D convolutions. These stacked 1D convolutions can improve the voxel-wise modeling
performance by determining the kernel size for each 1D convolution adaptively. Therefore,
it allows the network to control the receptive field of each voxel more flexibly. And the core
module of AIC-Net can be used as a plug-in for other existing networks.

2.8 3D Scene Datasets

2.8.1 Silberman et al.’s NYU Depth dataset V2 (2012)

Silberman et al. [173] built a RGB-D indoor scene video dataset captured by the Microsoft
Kinect. It comprises 1,449 densely-annotated RGB-D images for 464 different scenes of
three cities over 26 scene classes and 407,024 unlabeled frames.

2.8.2 Patterson et al.’s SUN Attribute dataset (2012, 2014)

Patterson et al. [149, 150] built the first large-scale scene attribute dataset, which contains
102 distinctive attributes for 14,340 images belonging to 707 scene categories. They found
that scene attributes are helpful for many scene understanding tasks including classification,
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Figure 2.5: A training set bedroom example with the corresponding scene hierarchy. The
root node have five children which are one floor node and four wall nodes. Then each wall
has its own subtree with more detailed object-object relations [116].

zero short learning, captioning, search, and parsing, while even the attribute features alone
can achieve the state-of-the-art performance.

2.8.3 Zhou et al.’s Places dataset (2014)

Zhou et al. [239] proposed a new large-scale scene image dataset which is 60 times bigger
than the standard SUN [210] dataset. They show that deep networks learned on object-
centric datasets like ImageNet are not optimal for scene recognition, whereas training similar
networks with a large amount of scene images substantially improves their performance.

2.8.4 Xiao et al.’s SUN and SUN3D datasets (2010, 2016)

Xiao et al. [212] built the Scene UNderstanding (SUN) image dataset for the purpose of
fostering improvements in large scale scene recognition. SUN was initially comprised of
899 scene categories and 130,519 images. Later, SUN was extended to include 908 distinct
classes [210]. Xiao et al. [213] further created SUN3D, a RGB-D video dataset with
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camera pose information and object labels, to capture full-extend of 3D places. They used
the videos for partial 3D reconstruction, propagated labels from one frame to another, and
then used the labels to refine the partial reconstruction.

2.8.5 Cordts et al.’s Cityscapes dataset (2016)

Cordts et al. [46] built a 2D scene image dataset, named Cityscapes, which contains urban
street scenes recorded by stereo video for 50 cities. This dataset is composed of finely-
annotated and coarsely-annotated images. 5,000 finely-annotated images are manually
selected from 27 cities, which contain highly diverse objects, background and layouts.
20,000 coarsely-annotated images are automatically selected from the videos. In order to
increase the annotation speed, the object boundaries are not as accurate as finely-annotated
images, but they still have a 97% segmentation accuracy.

2.8.6 Hua et al.’s SceneNN dataset (2016)

Hua et al. [81] created a richly annotated RGB-D indoor scene dataset named SceneNN. It
contains 100 scenes categories annotated at vertex, mesh and pixel level, respectively. This
multi-level annotation was designed to promote its usage in diverse related applications.

2.8.7 Xiang et al.’s ObjectNet3D dataset (2016)

Xiang et al. [209] released a large scale dataset called ObjectNet3D containing 100
categories of scene data. There are 90,127 scene images comprising 201,888 objects, and
44,147 3D objects in the dataset. It has performed 2D images-3D shapes alignment, and
also provides pose and shape annotations for the 3D shapes.

2.8.8 Handa et al.’s SceneNet network and dataset (2016)

Handa et al. [74] designed an automatic 3D scene data synthesis framework to generate
synthetic 3D scenes by utilizing existing CAD repositories, and generated about 10,000
synthetic views for five different types of 3D indoor scenes.

2.8.9 Armeni et al.’s Joint 2D-3D-Semantic dataset (2017)

Armeni et al. [19] presented a large-scale indoor spaces dataset that provides a variety of
mutually registered modalities from 2D, 2.5D and 3D domains, with instance-level semantic
and geometric annotations, enabling the development of joint and cross-modal learning
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models and potentially unsupervised approaches utilizing the regularities existing in indoor
spaces.

2.8.10 Song et al.’s SUNCG dataset (2017)

Song et al. [179] constructed a SUNCG dataset, a synthetic 3D scene database with
manually labeled voxel occupancy and semantic labels. This dataset has 84 categories, and
45,622 different scenes and 2,644 objects across those categories.

2.8.11 Lin et al.’s COCO dataset (2014) and Caesar et al.’s COCO-Stuff dataset
(2018)

Lin et al. [123] created a large-scale object detection, segmentation, and captioning dataset,
named Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset. It annotates the 80 object classes and
91 stuff classes existing in a collection of 328K images, containing 2.5M objects in total.
Based on COCO [123], Caesar et al. [31] further annotated the stuff (background regions)
in the images and built the COCO-Stuff dataset, which contains annotations of 91 stuff
classes (e.g. grass, sky) based on superpixels.

2.8.12 Zhou et al.’s Places dataset (2018)

Zhou et al. [238] compiled Places, a dataset of 10,624,928 scene images across 434 scene
categories. While Places is not annotated at the object level, it provides the most diverse
scene composition as well as insights into solutions to scene understanding problems.

2.8.13 Zou et al.’s SketchyScene dataset (2018)

Zou et al. [243] curated SketchyScene, a dataset with 29,000 scene-sketches, over 7,000
pairs of scene templates and photos, and over 11,000 object sketches. Each scene is
comprised of object-based semantic ground truth and instance mask. They also provided
insights into the use of SketchyScene to explore potential methods trained to perform
semantic segmentation as well as image retrieval, captioning and sketch coloring.

2.8.14 Yuan et al.’s SceneSBR2019 and SceneIBR2019 dataset (2019)

Yuan et al. [222] and Abdul-Rashid et al. [5] compiled two 3D scene retrieval benchmarks,
named SceneSBR2019 and SceneIBR2019. SceneSBR2019 is using 2D scene sketches as
the input query while SceneIBR2019 is using 2D scene images as the input query. Both
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benchmarks contain 30 categories, which were selected from the Places88 dataset [236]
scene labels. The 88 categories of the Place88 dataset are also shared by the ImageNet [50]
and SUN datasets [211]. SceneSBR2019 contains 25 scene sketches for each category,
while SceneSBR2019 contains 1,000 scene images for each category. Both SceneSBR2019
and SceneIBR2019 share the same 3,000 3D scene models, which is the target dataset. It
is currently the first and largest benchmark for 2D scene sketch/image-based 3D scene
retrieval.

2.8.15 Zheng et al.’s Structured3D dataset (2019)

Zheng et al. [234] built a synthetic dataset, named Structured3D, to meet the increasing
demand of symmetries (e.g., lines, cuboids, surfaces) for 3D indoor scene reconstruction
and recognition. They first collected a lot of 3D indoor scenes designed by professional
specialists. Then, they extracted 3D structures (ceiling, floor, wall, etc) annotations as
ground truth from those 3D scenes. Finally, based on the extracted 3D structures, they
synthesized and generated high-quality (photo-realistic) 2D scene images.

2.8.16 Straub et al.’s Replica dataset (2019)

Straub et al. [183] created a dataset, named Replica, which contains 18 different indoor
scenes. Compared to other 3D scene datasets such as [47] or [37], the Replica dataset is
more realistic because it captures the full indoor scenes and has no missing surfaces. In
addition, for each mesh primitive, Replica introduces high dynamic range (HDR) textures by
changing the settings of the RGB texture camera. Moreover, Replica also contains glass and
mirror reflectors surface information, which also can be rendered and make the 3D scenes
appear more realistic.

2.8.17 Vasiljevic et al.’s DEpth Dataset (DIODE) dataset (2019)

Vasiljevic et al. [191] curated a RGB-D 2D scene image dataset, named Dense Indoor and
Outdoor DEpth Dataset (DIODE), which contains both indoor and outdoor scene categories.
Most existing datasets only contain one domain (either indoor or outdoor) since due to
different scene types of the two domains, indoor and outdoor scene images are obtained
with different types of sensor suites. As a result, it is difficult to obtain a good accuracy for
related cross-domain problems. This dataset adopts one sensor type, thus making the indoor
and outdoor scenes have the same scene type.
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2.8.18 Gupta et al.’s Large Vocabulary Instance Segmentation dataset (LVIS) dataset
(2019)

Gupta et al. [72] constructed a 2D scene image dataset, named Large Vocabulary Instance
Segmentation dataset (LVIS), which contains about 2 million object segmentation masks for
more than 1,000 object categories, and about 164K 2D scene images in total. Compared to
some related datasets, e.g., COCO [123], LVIS provides a more accurate mask for each
segmented object instance, thus will be more beneficial in improving the accuracy of a
learning method for scene image object detection or segmentation.

2.8.19 Gao et al.’s SketchyCOCO dataset (2020)

Gao et al. [66] proposed to generate a full-scene image from a hand-drawn scene sketch.
To evaluate their approach, they built SketchyCOCO which contains 14K+ pairs of scene
images and sketches based on the COCO-Stuff dataset [31]. Their two-staged approach
generates the foreground and background of an image separately. Therefore, SketchyCOCO
also includes 20K+ sets of foreground sketches, images and their edge maps, which span 14
classes; as well as 27K+ pairs of background sketches and images falling into 3 categories.

2.9 Other Related Deep Learning Based 3D Scene Understanding

According to Goodfellow et al. [67], the human visual system does much more than just
recognizing objects. It is able to understand entire scenes including many objects and
relationships between objects, and process rich 3D geometric information needed for our
bodies to interface with the world.

Zhao et al. [232] proposed a framework to parse scene images at both pixel feature
and word concept levels by jointly embedding the two levels of information into a high-
dimensional vector space. At the word concept level, they incorporated the semantic
word-word relations (hypernym/hyponym) based on WordNet [140] and compared their
jointly embedding framework with other models, such as Word2Vec [137] and demonstrated
better performance.

Choi et al. [42] proposed a hierarchical visual scene understanding model named 3D
Geometric Phrase Model, which captures both semantic and geometric relationships of
the objects in a scene, as well as their grouping information. Su et al. [184] devised a
multi-view convolutional neural network (MVCNN) framework for 3D shape recognition
by first learning features from multiple rendered views of a 3D model via a CNN model,
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and then fusing all the extracted features via a max-pooling like view pooling approach, and
finally using another CNN as a classifier for the 3D shape recognition. We also utilized the
MVCNN framework in our approach. PointNet [153] is a deep neural network designed
on top of point clouds, and it directly consumes point clouds. Such an interaction better
preserves the permutation invariance of points in the input, and thus mitigates the issues
caused by transforming point cloud to regular 3D voxel grids or collections of images. The
proposed unified architecture is applicable for a wide range of applications including object
classification, part segmentation and scene parsing, and has demonstrated promising results,
as well.

Ku et al. [97] organized a semantic objects segmentation contest based on provided
3D point cloud for street scenes, which are annotated with five classes (building, ground,
car, vegetation and pole), in SHREC 2020. This contest is challenging due to the fact that
by utilizing LiDAR scanners, the captured raw large-scale 3D point clouds data contains
tremendous points and are usually non-uniformly distributed.Ku also provided a state-
of-the-art deep learning based baseline method, which is PointNet++ for the semantic
segmentation task. There are 4 (3 learning-based, 1 non-learning based) methods are
provided by the participants and all of those 4 methods outperformed the baseline method.
Specifically, the non-learning based approach obtained a good result proves that well-
designed feature descriptors could plays a more important role in segmentation than learned
features, especially for the unbalanced data.

Joseph et al. proposed a YOLO (v1 [158], v2 [159], v3 [160]) system which can
be used for image or video object detection. It is a state-of-the-art, real-time, one-stage,
end-to-end object detection system. It has an advantages with comparing with other object
detection: Image processing speed is fast while maintaining a high accuracy at the same time.
Compared to YOLOv1 and YOLOv2, YOLOv3 has been greatly enhanced in performance:
1. Multi labels predection: They adopted binary cross-entropy loss (logistic classifier)
instead of softmax to solve the multi labels problem (e.g, man and person); 2. Small objects
detection: solve the small objects detection problem by using short cut connections; 3.
Feature extractor network: the backbone net structure has been improved from darknet-19
in v2 to darknet-53 with deeper layers. In the dissertation, we adopted the latest YOLOv3
for the task of object occurrence prediction in Section 4.

Xinwei et al. [78] presented a Triplet-Center Loss (TCL)-based 3D object retrieval
method. In this paper, the loss function contains two parts, which are triplet loss and
center loss. Compared to traditional softmax loss which is usually utilized for 3D shape
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classification, triplet-center loss could learn more discriminative features for 3D shape
retrieval task. The triplet-center loss can learn a center for each class, and guarantees that
the samples from the same class as the center has closer distance to the center than the
samples from different classes. In addition, the triplet-center loss is also able to find an
embedding space where the distance between samples of the same class is less than the
distance between samples of different classes. In the dissertation, we adopted the TCL loss
function as one part of our network loss function.

Due to the reason that some acquired 3D scene data may be incomplete during the process
of 3D capturing, e.g., object overlap each other, views are insufficient while capturing, etc.
Wang et al. [197] proposed a U-Net like structures octree-based CNNs (O-CNN) network
to complete and clean such defective 3D scene data. This network supports very deep
network layers (e.g., up to 70 layers) and contains an output-guided skip-connection, which
can preserve current input geometry and learn new geometry from input data. Results
demonstrate that the prediction accuracy has improved and outperforms the state-of-the-art.

2.10 Adversarial Networks Related Research Directions, Techniques and
Benchmarks

3D/2D line drawing generation. We can generate 3D line drawings [43, 44] from a 3D
model directly based on different 3D features, such as ridges and valleys [83], suggestive
contours [49], apparent ridges [86], photic extremum lines (PELs) [215], demarcating
curves [96], abstraction feature lines [135], programmable line drawings [70], and stylized
stereoscopic 3D line drawings [85]. Based on a 3D line drawing of a 3D model which is
still a 3D representation of the object, we can generate its different 2D line drawing images
from different viewpoints, i.e., simply by projection transformation. A recurrent neural
network (RNN)-based neural representation and related generative model were proposed
in [73] to represent and generate single-object sketch drawings under both conditioned and
unconditioned situations.

Sketch-to-image and image-to-sketch synthesis Based on sketches, we can generate
corresponding images of different styles, which can be found in recent image-to-image
translation algorithms based on different types of GANs: deep convolutional GAN (DC-
GAN) [155], conditional GAN (cGAN) [84], CycleGAN [242], SketchyGAN [41], and
contextual GAN [128].
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However, there is much less research work on the other direction: image-to-sketch
synthesis. Berger et al. [26] proposed to generate portraits coming from the same artistic
style at different levels of abstraction based on an image. They first learned a model based
on a portrait sketch dataset collected from different artists to encode both their styles and
abstraction process. Then, they directly synthesized a portrait sketch based on the available
strokes in the dataset by modifying their shape, curvature, and length based on the learned
model. Li et al. [118] proposed an algorithm to perform perceptual grouping of the semantic
parts of a sketch, and then by utilizing a human stroke dataset they generated sketches from
an image by exploiting a deformable stroke model-based optimization approach. To handle
recognition of an incomplete sketch, Liu et al. [124] advised to first complete then sketch
and then recognize it based on a conditional GAN structure, named SketchGAN.

Edge and contour detection. While there is an abundance of research in synthesizing
images from sketches, we have not found any current examples of research in which the
authors’ intent is to explicitly generate sketch-like renderings of images. A similar area
of research to the problem we are addressing can be found in edge and contour detection.
While the differences between edge detection, contour mapping and approximating sketches
may be subtle for some images, there are some important differences in their definitions.
Edge detection refers to finding extreme gradient values relative to neighboring pixels,
while contour mapping is typically derived from edge mapping but focused on accentuating
the edges that correspond to object boundaries [154]. It is for this reason that Li et al.’s
Photo-Sketching project [117] is the most closely-related research to the work presented in
this paper. In addition, we tried to gain insights into some of the more successful models
whose aim was to map sketches to photo-realistic images.

For edge detection, the type of Difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) operators has proved
better performance, such as flow-based DoG (FDoG) [88, 89], and the variable thresholding
DoG (XDoG) [206, 207]. Recently, an approach named holistically-nested edge detection
(HED) [214] has been developed to detect good edge images for the holistic image training
and prediction, as well as multi-scale and multi-level feature learning vision problems. It
adopts an image-to-image translation approach based on a deep learning model.

Regarding contour generation, Ren and Bo [163] devised a contour detection algorithm
which generates the state-of-the-art performance, while Lim et al. [119] proposed to learn
a mid-level local contour-based image feature representation named sketch tokens by first
extracting patches centered on contours from the hand-drawn sketches and then clustering
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the patches to form a set of token classes.
Recently, Li et al. [117] proposed to generate a boundary-like contour drawing from an

image to represent the outline of the visual scene of the image.

Generative adversarial networks (GANs). GAN-based approaches dominate the related
research areas of the project. Since 2014, Goodfellow et al. [68] proposed the gener-
ative model Generative adversarial networks (GANs), many different GANs have been
proposed by researchers either for further improvement or for different applications. Exam-
ples for the former include: Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Network (WGAN) [17],
least squares Generative Adversarial Network (LSGAN) [132], and energy-based GAN
(EBGAN) [233]. For the latter, we have deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [155], condi-
tional GAN (cGAN) [84], CycleGAN [242], augmented CycleGAN [15], self-attention Gen-
erative Adversarial Network (SAGAN) [229], BigGANs [29] for high fidelity natural image
synthesis, BigBiGAN [54] which combines BigGAN and BiGAN, and StyleGAN [91]. Peo-
ple also developed related approaches for GANs’ visualization and understanding [23, 24],
training [79,166,221], comparisons [99,129], as well as evaluation metrics, such as Inception
Score (IS) [166], Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [79] and intra FID [141].

Sketch style, abstraction, complexity and quality It is difficult to quantitatively measure
the styles and abstraction levels of different human sketches. Therefore, most of existing
related research works adopt a data-driven approach [26, 118] to learn different models
for them. Muhammad et al. [143] regarded the sketch abstraction level of a sketch as a
tradeoff between its recognizability and the number of strokes it contains, and proposed a
sketch abstraction model through a stroke removal process guided by reinforcement learning.
Snodgrass et al. [175] studied the visual complexity of 260 line drawings representing 260
different categories, and found that: (1) considerable variation in mean visual complexity
exists across different categories, i.e., the low visual complexity in the fruit drawings versus
the much higher visual complexity in the insect drawings; (2) the amount of details is
consistent with the complexity of the real-life object. Kudrowitz et al. [98] proposed that we
can measure the sketch quality of a sketch image based on its line work, perspective, and
proportions and then found that higher quality sketches contribute to a higher ranking of
their creativity levels. In our approach, we mainly use certain GAN evaluation metrics (see
Section 5.3) to quantitatively compare the results of different GAN-based approaches.
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Paired image-sketch datasets To train the GAN-based model, we need to provide paired
image-sketch datasets, such as Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark (BSDS500)
[134], the Sketchy Database [167], the SketchyScene dataset [244], and the Photo-Sketching
dataset [117]. We can also pair the 30 classes of scene images and sketches [223] in the
Eurographics Shape Retrieval Contest (SHREC) 2019 2D Scene Sketch-Based [224] and
Image-Based [8] 3D Scene Retrieval Benchmarks to form a new image-sketch pair dataset.

However, among all of the aforementioned datasets, only BSDS500 and the Photo-
Sketching datasets have the best 2D image-2D sketch (in fact, sketch images are contour
images) matching quality (i.e. accuracy in feature correspondence). For other datasets,
either the matching quality is low such as the Sketchy and SketchyScene datasets, or the
images and sketches are only matching at the category level, instead of at the appearance
level, such as the SHREC-based generated one. BSDS500 has 500 natural images, while
in average each image has five different early aligned contour images annotated by five
subjects. The recently built Photo-Sketching dataset is much bigger. It has 5,000 roughly
aligned contour images for 1,000 outdoor scene images.

2.11 Summary

3D scene analysis and processing is important for many applications such as autonomous
driving cars and AR/VR industries. Recently, it has received more and more attentions.
To improve the performance of related deep neural network models, a large amount of 3D
scene data is required. With the increasing popularity and power of 3D scene sensing and
capturing devices, it is more and more convenient to obtain more accurate 3D scene data.

This chapter aims to provide a comprehensive survey of most recent state-of-the-art 3D
scene analysis and processing research methods. We summarize this research area from
five directions: (1) 3D scene classification; (2) 3D scene recognition; (3) 3D scene retrieval;
(4) 3D scene reconstruction; and (5) 3D scene generation. For each direction, we further
classify the involved methods into data-driven and semantics-driven methods. In addition,
we also review several most recent and popular 3D scene datasets in this research area. Each
dataset meets the needs of one or more research directions in this area.

2.11.1 Challenges

• Accuracy improvement for 3D Scene Analysis and Processing. So far, the scholars
and researchers have made great progress in the analysis and processing of single
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3D object. However, the accuracy of the 3D scene analysis and processing is not as
good as expected. Compared to 3D objects, 3D scenes are more complicated. 3D
scenes usually contains multiple 3D objects, each object has spatial and semantics
relatedness with each other. For example, in a 3D kitchen scene, there is a bowl in the
sink, spatial relatedness exists between the bowl and the sink. And it is more likely
that a table and a chair will appear in the kitchen scene together than a table and an
elephant, because the table and chair have closer semantics relatedness [205]. Due to
the complexity of the 3D scene, the 3D scene analysis and processing accuracy needs
to be improved urgently.

• Lack of a large-scale and/or multimodal 3D scene benchmark dataset. As we
know, the size of the training dataset has a great influence on the accuracy of the
machine learning algorithms. According to our knowledge, at present, there is no
such a 3D dataset which has large enough data volume, enough categories, and widely
used by people. 3D scenes are basically derived from real life, it is very difficult to
build or collect, this is also an important reason for restricting the development of 3D
scene analysis and processing.
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Chapter 3

BENCHMARKS BUILDING AND METHODS EVALUATION

3D scene shape retrieval is a brand new but important research direction in content-based 3D
shape retrieval. To promote this research area, two Shape Retrieval Contest (SHREC) tracks
on 2D scene sketch-based and image-based 3D scene model retrieval have been organized
by us in 2018 and 2019, respectively. In 2018, we built the first benchmark for each track
which contains 2D and 3D scene data for ten (10) categories, while they share the same 3D
scene target dataset. Four and five distinct 3D scene shape retrieval methods have competed
with each other in these two contests, respectively. In 2019, to measure and compare the
scalability performance of the participating and other promising Query-by-Sketch or Query-
by-Image 3D scene shape retrieval methods, we built a much larger extended benchmark
for each type of retrieval which has thirty (30) classes and organized two extended tracks.
Again, two and three different 3D scene shape retrieval methods have contended in these
two tracks, separately. To solicit state-of-the-art approaches, we perform a comprehensive
comparison of all the above methods and an additional new retrieval methods by evaluating
them on the two benchmarks. The benchmarks, evaluation results and tools are publicly
available at our track websites [225], [4], [222], [5], while code for the evaluated methods
are also available: http://github.com/3DSceneRetrieval.

3.1 Introduction

Currently, there is a lot of research in 3D model retrieval, which usually targets the problem
of retrieving a list of candidate 3D models using a single sketch, image, or model as input.
3D scene shape retrieval is a brand new research topic in the field of 3D object retrieval.
Traditional 3D model retrieval ideally assumes that each query contains only a single
object. However, 3D scene retrieval is a different and new type of 3D model retrieval which
involves 2D/3D scenes comprising multiple objects that may overlap each other and also
having spatial context configuration information. It is more challenging, but also has vast
applications such as 3D scene reconstruction, autonomous driving cars, 3D geometry video
retrieval, and 3D AR/VR entertainment. Therefore, this research topic deserves our further
exploration.
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Depending on the queries, 3D scene shape retrieval can be divided into three schemes:
Query-by-Sketch, Query-by-Image, Query-by-Model. In this dissertation, we only cover the
first two types of retrieval schemes.

Query-by-Sketch (Sketch-based) 3D scene shape retrieval is to retrieve relevant 3D
scenes using a 2D scene sketch as input. It has the intuitiveness advantage over other two
schemes and is also convenient for users to learn and retrieve 3D scenes. This retrieval
scheme is also very promising and has great potential in many applications such as 3D scene
reconstruction, 3D geometry video retrieval, virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)
in 3D Entertainment like Disney World’s Avatar Flight of Passage Ride [201], [21], [186].
However, although there are many existing 2D sketch-based 3D shape retrieval systems,
there is little existing research work on 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval due to two
major reasons: 1) It is challenging to collect a large-scale 3D scene dataset and there exists
a very limited number of available 3D scene shape benchmarks; 2) Like 2D sketch-based
3D shape retrieval, there is a big semantic gap between the iconic representation of 2D
scene sketches and the accurate 3D coordinate representations of 3D scenes. All of the
above reasons make the task of retrieving 3D scene models using 2D scene sketch queries a
challenging, although interesting and promising, research direction.

Query-by-Image (Image-based) 3D scene shape retrieval is an intuitive and convenient
framework which allows users to learn, search, and utilize the retrieved results for related
applications. For example, it can be applied in automatic 3D content generation based
on one or a sequence of captured images for AR/VR applications. Other application
scenarios include: autonomous driving cars, 3D movie, game and animation production,
and robotic vision (i.e. path finding). In addition, we can also utilize it in developing
consumer electronics apps, which facilitate users to efficiently generate a 3D scene after
taking an image of a real scene. Last but not least, it is also very promising and has great
potential in other related applications such as 3D geometry video retrieval, and highly
capable autonomous vehicles like the Renault SYMBIOZ [164] [187].

However, there is little research in 2D scene image-based 3D scene shape retrieval
[136] [216] due to at least two reasons: (1) the problem itself is challenging to cope with; (2)
lack of related retrieval benchmarks. Seeing the benefit of advances in retrieving 3D scene
models using 2D scene image queries makes the research direction meaningful, interesting
and promising.

To promote the research on 3D scene shape retrieval, during the past two years (2018 and
2019), we have successfully organized four Shape Retrieval Contest (SHREC) tracks [226],
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[6], [224], [8] on the research topic of 3D scene retrieval: one for Query-by-Sketch and
one for Query-by-Image during each year. In 2018, starting from a 2D scene sketch dataset
named Scene250 [219] which consists of 250 2D scene sketches that are equally classified
into 10 classes, we built the first 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval benchmark
SceneSBR2018 by collecting 100 3D scene models for each class from 3D Warehouse
[189]. Based on this benchmark, we organized the SHREC’18 2D scene sketch-based 3D
scene retrieval track [226]. Considering the popularity of 2D scene images that also can be
used as queries, we further collected 1,000 2D scene images for each class as the new query
dataset, and then still used the same 3D scene model target dataset that we already had in
the SceneSBR2018 benchmark to curate the first 2D scene image-based 3D scene retrieval
benchmark SceneIBR2018. Similarly, we organized another SHREC’18 track on 2D scene
image-based 3D scene retrieval [6]. We combine these two benchmarks SceneSBR2018
and SceneIBR2018 to form our basic 2D scene sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval
benchmark Scene_SBR_IBR_2018.

However, as can be seen, Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 contains only 10 distinct scene classes,
and this is red also one of the reasons that all the three deep learning-based participating
methods have achieved excellent performance on it. Considering this, after the track we
have tripled [223] the size of Scene_SBR_IBR_2018, resulting in an extended benchmark
Scene_SBR_IBR_2019, which has 750 2D scene sketches, 30,000 2D scene images, and
3,000 3D scene models. Similarly, all the 2D scene sketches and images, as well as 3D
scene models are equally classified into 30 classes. We have kept the same set of 2D
scene sketches and images, and 3D scene models belonging to the initial 10 classes of
Scene_SBR_IBR_2018. Based on the extended benchmark Scene_SBR_IBR_2019, in
2019 in a similar way we organized the SHREC’19 extended 2D scene sketch-based 3D
scene retrieval (SceneSBR2019) track [224] and the SHREC’19 extended 2D scene image-
based 3D scene retrieval (SceneIBR2019) track [8]. The main purpose for organizing
these two tracks is to further advance this important but also challenging research area by
soliciting the state-of-the-art retrieval methods for comparison, especially in terms of their
scalability to a bigger and more challenging 3D scene retrieval dataset.

In Section 3.2, we introduce the motivation, building process, contents, and evaluation
metrics of the two 3D scene retrieval benchmarks we built. A short and concise description
of each contributed method (including an additional new method) is presented in Section 3.3.
Section 3.4 describes the evaluation results of the six (6) Query-by-Sketch and eight (8)
Query-by-Image 3D scene retrieval algorithms on the benchmarks. Section 3.5 concludes
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the chapter and lists several future research directions.

3.2 Benchmarks

In the SHREC’18 and SHREC’19 scene retrieval tracks [6, 8, 224, 226], we have built
two sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval benchmarks, featuring a basic and an extended
benchmark, respectively. To make our presentation self-contained, we also define seven
commonly-used performance evaluation metrics to evaluate retrieval algorithms.

3.2.1 Basic benchmark: SHREC’18 sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval track
benchmark Scene_SBR_IBR_2018

Overview Our basic 2D Scene Sketch/Image-Based 3D scene Retrieval benchmark
Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 is publicly available [4, 225]. It utilizes: (1) the 250 2D scene
sketches in Scene250 [219] as its 2D scene sketch query dataset; (2) 10,000 2D scene images
selected from ImageNet [51] as its 2D scene image query dataset; (3) 1,000 SketchUp 3D
scene models (“.OBJ" and “.SKP" format) as its 3D scene target dataset. All of the above
three datasets have the same ten classes, and each of them contains the same number of 2D
scene images (1,000 per class), 2D scene images (25 per class), and 3D scene models (100
per class).

To facilitate learning-based retrieval, we randomly select 18 sketches, 700 images, and
70 models from each class for training and use the remaining 7 sketches, 300 images, and
30 models for testing, as indicated in Table 3.1. The SHREC’18 scene sketch/image track
participants are required to submit results on the testing dataset if they use a learning-based
approach. Otherwise, the retrieval results on the complete (250 sketches/10,000 images,
and 1,000 models) dataset are needed. To provide a complete reference for future users of
our Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 benchmark, we evaluate the participating algorithms on both
the testing dataset (7 sketches/300 images, and 30 models per query) for learning-based
approaches and the complete Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 benchmark (25 sketches/1,000 images
and 100 models per class) for non-learning based approaches.

2D scene sketch query dataset To facilitate Query-by-Sketch 3D scene retrieval, we
built the 2D scene sketch query dataset comprising 250 2D scene sketches (10 classes, each
with 25 sketches), while all the classes have relevant models in the 3D scene target dataset
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Table 3.1: Training and testing dataset information of our Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 bench-
mark.

Datasets Sketches Images Models
Training (per class) 18 700 70
Testing (per class) 7 300 30
Total (per class) 25 1,000 100

Total (all 10 classes) 250 10,000 1,000

Figure 3.1: 2D scene sketch query examples [219] in our Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 bench-
mark.

which are downloaded from 3D Warehouse [189]. One example per class is demonstrated in
Fig. 3.1.
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2D scene image query dataset Similarly, to facilitate Query-by-Image 3D scene retrieval,
we created the 2D scene image query dataset which is composed of 10,000 scene images
(10 classes, each with 1,000 images) that are all from ImageNet [51]. One example per
class is demonstrated in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: 2D scene image query examples in our Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 benchmark.

3D scene model target dataset The 3D scene target dataset is built on the selected 1,000
3D scene models downloaded from 3D Warehouse. Each class has 100 3D scene models.
One example per class is shown in Fig. 3.3.

3.2.2 Extended benchmark: SHREC’19 sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval track
benchmark Scene_SBR_IBR_2019

Overview To further promote the research of 3D scene retrieval, in 2019 we built a unified
3D scene benchmark supporting both sketch and image queries by substantially extending
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Figure 3.3: 3D scene model target examples in our Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 benchmark.

Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 by means of identifying and consolidating the same number of
sketches/images/models for another additional 20 classes from the most popular 2D/3D
data resources. This work is the first to form a new and larger benchmark corpus for both
sketch-based and image-based 3D scene retrieval. This benchmark provides an important
resource for the community of 3D scene retrieval and will likely foster the development of
practical sketch-based and image-based 3D scene retrieval applications.

Motivation As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, to foster the research direction of sketch-based
and image-based 3D scene retrieval, we built the first benchmarks Scene_SBR_2018 and
Scene_IBR_2018 respectively and organized two related Shape Retrieval Contest tracks
(SHREC) [6, 226]. During the competitions, we found that both of these two benchmarks
were not challenging and comprehensive enough since they cover only 10 distinctive
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categories. Considering this, we decided to further increase the comprehensiveness of
the benchmarks by building a significantly larger and unified benchmark which supports
both types of retrieval.

Building process By referring to several of the most popular 2D/3D scene datasets, such
as Places [238] and SUN [212], we finally selected 30 scene classes (including the initial
10 classes in Scene_SBR_IBR_2018) based on the criteria of popularity, in terms of the
degree to which they are commonly seen. Based on a voting mechanism among three people
(two graduate student voters and a faculty moderator), the most popular 30 scene classes
were selected from the 88 common scene labels in the Places88 dataset [238]. It is worth
noting that the 88 scene categories are already shared by ImageNet [51], SUN [210], and
Places [238]. For the additional 20 classes’ (sketches, images and models) data collection,
we gathered their sketches and images from Flickr [62] as well as Google Images [69], and
downloaded their SketchUp 3D scene models (in both the original “.SKP" format and our
“transformed “.OBJ" format) from 3D Warehouse [189].

All of the above mentioned datasets (Places, SUN, ImageNet, Flickr, Google Images,
and 3D Warehouse) are among the most popular sketch/image/model online repositories,
whose data come from practical scenarios (i.e., captured by consumer cameras) or created
by professionals who build 3D models for practical applications (i.e., people upload and
share 3D models via 3D Warehouse). These design considerations are to make our datasets
generalize to real applications.

Benchmark details Our extended 3D scene retrieval benchmark Scene_SBR_IBR_2019
is publicly available [5, 222]. It expands the initial 10 classes of Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 by
adding 20 new classes to form a more comprehensive dataset of 30 classes. 500 more 2D
scene sketches and 20,000 more images have been added to its 2D scene sketch and image
query datasets respectively, and 2,000 more SketchUp 3D scene models (“.SKP" and “.OBJ"
formats) to its 3D scene dataset. Each of the additional 20 classes has the same number
of 2D scene sketches (25), 2D scene images (1,000), and 3D scene models (100), as well.
Therefore, Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 contains a complete dataset of 750 2D scene sketches
(25 per class), 30,000 2D scene images (1,000 per class), and 3,000 3D scene models (100
per class) across 30 scene categories. Examples for each class are demonstrated in Fig. 3.4,
Fig. 3.5, and Fig. 4.1.
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Similar to the Scene_SBR_IBR_2018, we randomly select 18 sketches, 700 images,
and 70 models from each class for training and the remaining 7 sketches, 300 images,
and 30 models are used for testing, as shown in Table 3.2. The participants are asked to
submit results on the training and testing datasets, respectively, if they use a learning-based
approach. Otherwise, the retrieval results based on the complete (750 sketch queries or
30,000 image queries, and 3,000 scene model targets) dataset are needed.

Table 3.2: Training and testing dataset information of our Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 bench-
mark.

Datasets Sketches Images Models
Training (per class) 18 700 70
Testing (per class) 7 300 30
Total (per class) 25 1,000 100

Total (all 30 classes) 750 30,000 3,000

3.2.3 Evaluation metrics

To conduct a solid evaluation of the sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval algorithms based
on our two scene retrieval benchmarks, we adopt seven performance evaluation metrics that
are commonly used in information retrieval: Precision-Recall plot (PR), Nearest Neighbor
(NN), First Tier (FT), Second Tier (ST), E-Measures (E), Discounted Cumulated Gain
(DCG) [171] and Average Precision (AP) [104]. For users’ convenience, we also have
developed an evaluation toolkit to compute them for each of the two benchmarks, and made
them publicly available via the corresponding four tracks [225], [4], [222], [5]. For
convenience and completeness, we explain the meaning and definition for each of the seven
metrics below.

Here, we look at how to calculate the performance metrics for a sketch/image query q.
We need to average over all the queries’ performance to generate the performance of a 3D
scene retrieval algorithm. Let us assume that in the 3D scene model target dataset of the
benchmark, there are n models in total, where C models are relevant, that is, they have the
same categorical label as the query q.

• Precision-Recall plot (PR): This curve plot (Recall is the horizontal axis, while
Precision is the vertical one) measures the overall retrieval performance, thus it is
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Figure 3.4: 2D scene sketch query examples in our Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 benchmark.
One example per class is shown.
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Figure 3.5: 2D scene image query examples in our Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 benchmark. One
example per class is shown.

one of the most important metrics to compare the general performance of different
retrieval algorithms. Each point on the curve corresponds to a rank list RK , while
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Figure 3.6: 3D scene model target examples in our Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 benchmark.
One example per class is shown.

1≤ K ≤ n. The precision P value of the point is to measure the hitting accuracy of the
retrieval list. For example, if there are H relevant models (hits) in the rank list, then
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the precision P=H
K . While, the recall R value of that point is to find out how much

percentage of the relevant models in the whole dataset have been retrieved so far in
that top K rank list, that is, R=H

C .

• Nearest Neighbor (NN): NN measures the precision (hitting accuracy) of the top 1
rank list.

• First Tier (FT): FT is the recall of the top C rank list.

• Second Tier (ST): ST is the recall of the top 2C rank list.

• E-Measure (E): Considering the importance of the first page of results, we use E-
Measure to measure the overall performance of the top 32 returned models that can fit
in that page: E = 2

1
P+

1
R

.

• Discounted Cumulated Gain (DCG): Relevant models appear in different locations
have different weights, thus DCG is created to measure the overall performance by
accumulating the contributions of all the relevant models weighted by their ranking
positions. We first create a label vector G, where Gi=1 for a relevant model and Gi=0
for a irrelevant model. Then, DCG is defined as follows based on a logarithmic decay
weighting factor,

DCGi =

{
G1 i = 1
DCGi−1 +

Gi
lg2 i otherwise

(3.1)

Finally, we normalize it by its optimum,

DCG =
DCGn

1+∑
C
j=2

1
lg2 j

(3.2)

• Average Precision (AP): AP measures the overall performance as well since it
combines both precision and recall. It averages all the precision values along the
Precision-Recall plot. Therefore, it is equal to the total area under the Precision-Recall
curve plot.

3.3 Methods

We built the above two benchmarks and organized the four SHREC’18/SHREC’19 tracks
on the topics of sketch-based and image-based 3D scene model retrieval as well as this
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follow-up study. In total, the four tracks’ participants contributed twelve (12) runs of five (5)

different Query-by-Sketch and eighteen (18) runs of seven (7) distinctive Query-by-Image
3D scene retrieval algorithms. In addition, one run for each of the four tracks based on
a newly introduced additional method named DRF (Section 3.3.1) has been incorporated
in this project; while one and two new runs of the TCL method (Section 3.3.1) are also
provided here for the first time on the SHREC’19 sketch and image track respectively to
evaluate its scalability performance. In this section, we introduce each Query-by-Sketch and
Query-by-Image participating method in detail. However, except BoW (Section 3.3.2), other
six Query-by-Image algorithms (i.e., VGG (Section 3.3.1), MMD-VGG (Section 3.3.1), TCL

(Section 3.3.1), VMV-VGG (Section 3.3.1), RNIRAP (Sections 3.3.1∼
3.3.1), and DRF (Section 3.3.1)) are almost identical to their counterparts in the Query-by-
Sketch category (RNSRAP for RNIRAP). Therefore, we merge their presentations only in
Section 3.3.1 when we present the Query-by-Sketch methods. We also need to mention that
each method has some parameter settings, which can be found in each method’s description
below.

To provide an even better overview of the fourteen (14) evaluated 3D model retrieval
algorithms, we classify them in Table 3.3 based on the following taxonomy: type of feature
(e.g., local or global), feature coding/matching methods (e.g., Direct Feature Matching
(DFM), Bag-of-Words (BoW) or Bag-of-Features (BoF) framework, or Classification-Based
Retrieval (CBR) framework), learning scheme (e.g., Domain Adaption (DA), Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN), or Variational Autoencoder (VAE)), CNN model used for
learning-based approaches, and semantic information (e.g., usage of classification or label
information).

3.3.1 Query-by-Sketch retrieval

MMD-VGG: Maximum mean discrepancy domain adaption on the VGG-Net, by W. Li,
S. Xiang, H. Zhou, W. Nie, A. Liu, and Y. Su Overview. They proposed the Maximum
Mean Discrepancy domain adaption based on the VGG model (MMD-VGG) to address
the scene sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval problem, where the query is a 2D scene
sketch/image and the targets are 3D scene models. Those two types of data come from
different datasets with diverse data distribution. They address this task from two settings,
learning-based setting and non-learning based setting. This method mainly contains two
successive steps: data preprocessing and feature representation.
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Table 3.3: Classification of the fourteen evaluated methods. Terms involved in the eval-
uated methods: (1) MMD: Maximum Mean Discrepancy; (2) TCL: Triplet Center Loss;
(3) RNSRAP: ResNet50/ResNet18 based Sketch Recognition and Adapting Place clas-
sification; (4) VMV: View and Majority Vote; (5) BoW: Bag-of-Words; (6) RNIRAP:
ResNet50/ResNet18 based Image Recognition and Adapting Place classification; (7) CVAE:
Conditional Variational AutoEncoders; (8) DRF: Deep Random Field. When classifying
Query-by-Sketch/Image methods, we refer to [109] for “Feature type”: local or global 2D
feature. Two different retrieval frameworks: (1) DFM: Direct Feature Matching; (2) CBR:
Classification-Based 3D model Retrieval framework. Learning schemes: (1) DA: Domain
Adaption; (2) CNN: Convolutional Neural Network; (3) VAE: Variational Autoencoder.
CNN model(s) used if it adopts a CNN-based learning scheme. “-” means not applicable.

Index Evaluated Feature type Feature coding/matching Learning scheme CNN Semantic Section Reference(s)
method model information

Query-by-Sketch
1 VGG local DFM No VGG No 3.3.1 [174]
2 MMD-VGG local DFM DA VGG No 3.3.1 [126, 174]
3 TCL local DFM CNN VGG, ResNet No 3.3.1 [78]
4 RNSRAP local CBR CNN ResNet Yes 3.3.1, 3.3.1 [162, 190, 238]
5 VMV-AlexNet local CBR CNN AlexNet No 3.3.1 [223]
6 VMV-VGG local CBR CNN VGG No 3.3.1 [223]
7 DRF local CBR CNN VGG Yes 3.3.1 [228]

Query-by-Image
8 VGG local DFM No VGG No 3.3.1 [174]
9 MMD-VGG local DFM DA VGG 3.3.1 [126, 174]

10 TCL local DFM CNN VGG, ResNet No 3.3.1 [78]
11 VMV-VGG local CBR CNN VGG No 3.3.1 [223]
12 BoW local BoW No - No 3.3.2 [120, 147]
13 RNIRAP local CBR CNN ResNet No 3.3.1, 3.3.1 [162, 190, 238]
14 CVAE local DFM VAE - No 3.3.2 [95]
15 CVAE-VGG local DFM VAE VGG No 3.3.2 [95]
16 DRF local CBR CNN VGG Yes 3.3.1 [228]

Data preprocessing. For 3D scene data, they use SketchUp, which is a very popular
and easy-to-use 3D design software, to capture the representative views of all the 3D models
automatically. The format of the input model is “.SKP" and the output of the model in
SketchUp is a 480*480 image. Several example representative views are shown in Fig. 3.7.

Feature representation. After obtaining the representative views of all the 3D models,
the 2D-to-3D retrieval task can be transformed into a 2D-to-2D retrieval task. For the feature
representation, they use two settings: learning-based setting and non-learning based setting.

Learning-based setting. Inspired by the impressive performance of deep networks, they
employ the VGG [174] model pretrained on the Places [238] dataset as the initial network
parameters. Then, they fine-tune the network on all the training sketches/images and all the
representative views of training 3D models. Finally, they use the output of last but one fully
connected layer (fc7) as the feature representation of each image.
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It is obvious that the domain divergence between the targets and the query is quite huge.
A scene sketch/image dataset and a 3D scene dataset can own different visual features even
though when they depict the same category, which makes it difficult for cross-domain 3D
model retrieval. Since the fine-tuning operation can only moderately reduce the divergence
between these two datasets, they apply a domain adaption method to help to solve the cross-
domain problem. In this algorithm, they aim to find a unified transformation which learns a
new common space for features from two different domains. In detail, the nonparametric
Maximum Mean Discrepancy [126] is leveraged to measure the difference in both marginal
and conditional distributions. Then, they unify it by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to
construct a feature representation which is robust and efficient for the domain shift reduction.
After the domain adaptation, the features of two domains are projected into a common
space. They measure the similarity between the query and target directly by computing their
Euclidean distance.

Non-learning based setting. For non-learning based setting, they directly use the VGG
[174] model pretrained on the Places dataset to extract the features of sketches/images/views.
Then, they directly compute the Euclidean distances between the scene sketches/images and
the representative views of the 3D scene models to measure their similarities.

Figure 3.7: Several example representative views.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the network architecture. Two separate CNN streams are used
to extract features for the two domains. Triplet center loss along with softmax loss (not
depicted here) is used to optimize the whole network.

TCL: Triplet Center Loss, by X. Liu, X. He, Z. Zhou, Y. Zhou, S. Bai, and X. Bai
Their method is based on a two-stream CNN which processes samples from either domain
with a corresponding CNN stream. Based on triplet center loss [78] and softmax loss
supervision, the network is trained to learn a unified feature embedding for each sample,
which is then used for similarity measurement in the following retrieval procedure. Below is
the detailed description of the method.

View rendering. Their approach exploits the view-based representations of 3D scene
models. For each 3D scene model (with color texture), they render it into multiple color
images from Nv (Nv = 12 in their experiments) view directions. Each view image is of
size 256×256. To fit the pre-defined CNNs during training, images of size 224×224 are
randomly cropped as input from these rendered view images. While for testing, they only
take the center crop of the same size from each view image.

Network architectures. An overview of the feature learning network is depicted in
Fig. 3.8. Considering the huge semantic gap between images and 3D scene models, they
adopt two separate CNN streams for samples from the two different domains. A normal
CNN (Stream 1) is used to extract the features of sketches/images, while the MVCNN [184]
framework (Stream 2) is adopted to obtain features from the rendered view images. In their
experiments, these two streams are based on the same backbone (e.g. VGG11-bn [174]).
But note that their parameters are not shared. The last fully connected layer of each stream
outputs a Nc-dimension embedding vector, where Nc is the number of categories.

Triplet Center Loss. In order to increase the discrimination of the features, they adopt
triplet center loss (TCL) [78] for feature learning. Given a batch of training data with M
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samples, they define TCL as,

Ltc =
M

∑
i=1

max
(

D
(

fi,cyi

)
+m− min

j∈C\{yi}
D
(

fi,c j
)
,0
)

(3.3)

where D(·) represents the squared Euclidean distance function. yi and fi are the ground-truth
label and the embedding for sample i respectively. C is the label set. cyi (or c j) is the
center of embedding vectors for class cyi (or j). Intuitively, TCL is to enforce the distances
between the samples and their corresponding center cyi (called positive center) smaller than
the distances between the samples and their nearest negative center (i.e. centers of other
classes C\{yi}) by a margin m. For a better performance, softmax loss is also employed.

Retrieval. In the testing stage, the two CNN streams are employed to extract the feature
embeddings of both the 2D scene sketches/images and the 3D scene models, respectively.
Euclidean distance is adopted as the distance metric to calculate the similarity matrix between
the sketches/images and 3D scene models. To further improve the retrieval performance,
an efficient re-ranking algorithm utilized in GIFT [22] is taken as a post-processing step.
Three runs with different experimental settings are provided, they are, Run1 with a single
VGG11-bn model as the backbone network, Run2 and Run3 which are the ensemble results
computed using different backbone models including VGG11-bn [174], ResNet50 [76] and
ResNet101 [76] and different re-ranking parameter settings. Originally, only the results on
the two SHREC’18 tracks are available. To evaluate TCL’s scalability with respect to a larger
dataset, the track organizers have implemented the TCL1’s running on both SHREC’19
tracks as well as the TCL2’s running on the SHREC’19 image track, with the help from this
project’s co-author Tianyang Wang, first author Juefei Yuan, and the TCL method’s authors.
Therefore, we name it as a new group “Wang & Yuan & Liu", in short “WYL". Due to the
unavailability of related code and limited time, the aforementioned re-ranking step is not
included in the running.

RNSRAP/RNIRAP (SHREC’18 basic version): ResNet50/ResNet18 based sketch/
image recognition and adapting place classification for 3D models using adversarial
training, by M. Tran, T. Le, V. Ninh, K. Nguyen, N. Bui, V. Ton-That, T. Do, V. Nguyen,
M. Do, and A. Duong Except for the first step, the two methods RNSRAP and RNIRAP
share other steps. Therefore, we only present their first steps separately.

Sketch recognition with ResNet50 encoding. In sketch classification task, the output
of ResNet50 [76] is employed to encode a sketch into a feature vector of 2,048 elements.
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Due to the extremely small-scale data in sketch data, it is difficult to use only the extracted
features to train their neural network model directly, so they create variant samples by data
augmentation. From the original training dataset, different variations of a sketch image
can be generated. Regular transformations can be applied, including flipping, rotation,
translation, and cropping. From the saliency map of an image, they extract different patches
with their natural boundaries corresponding to different entities in the image and synthesize
other sketch images by matting these patches. By this way, they enrich the training dataset
with 2,000 images.

Two types of fully connected neural networks are constructed. The first network type
(Type 1) contains two hidden layers to train extracted feature vectors. The number of nodes
in the first and second hidden layers are 256 and 128, respectively. The second network type
(Type 2) uses only one hidden layer with 200 nodes. Extracted features from ResNet50 of
all training sketch images, including the original and synthesized extra samples, are used to
train different classification models conforming the two proposed neural network structures.

Owing to the small-scale training data, Batch Gradient Descent with Adam optimizer
[92] is used to minimize the cross entropy loss function in the training process. The output
scores are processed through softmax function to provide proper predicted probability for
each class.

They improve the performance and accuracy of their system by training multiple clas-
sification networks with different initializations for random variables for the two types of
neural networks. They fuse the results of those models by using the majority-vote scheme to
determine the label of a sketch image query.

They also improve the performance and accuracy of the retrieval system by training
multiple classification networks with different numbers of nodes K in the hidden layer and
different initializations for random variables. Finally, they obtain five classification models
with the same structure and fuse the results of those models with the voting scheme to
determine the label of a 2D scene image query.

An ASUS-Notebook SKU X541UV computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6198DU CPU
@ 2.30GHz, 8 GB Memory, and 1 x NVIDIA GeForce 920MX was used. The training time
for a classification model is about 30 minutes. It takes less than 1 second to predict the
category of a sketch image.

Scene image classification with ResNet18 encoding. A 2D scene image can be
classified into one of the ten categories by using the scene attributes of that image, such
as open area, indoor lighting, natural light, wood, etc. Thus, they employ the output of
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Figure 3.9: 2D scene classification with scene attributes.

Places365-CNNs [238] as the input feature vector for their neural network. They choose
the ResNet18 model in the core of Place365 network and extract the scores of its scene
attributes which yield a vector of 102 elements. By feeding the model with 7,000 training
2D scene images, they obtain a training data with a dimension of 7,000×102 used as the
input vector for the 2D scene classification task.

The classification model is a fully connected neural network having one hidden layer
with K nodes, 100≤ K ≤ 200 (see Fig. 3.9). A training algorithm called Batch Gradient
Descent with Adam optimizer [92] is used to minimize the cross entropy loss function in
training process. The output scores are processed through softmax function to provide the
predicted probability for each class. It should be noticed that some query images may be
classified into more than one categories. For example, some images contain a river but also
has a mountain in the background. Thus, they assign up to two best predicted classes to
each 2D scene image query.

To improve the performance and accuracy of the retrieval system, they train multiple
classification networks with different numbers of nodes K in the hidden layer and different
initializations for random variables. Finally, they obtain five classification models with the
same structure and fuse the results of those models with the voting scheme to determine the
label of a 2D scene image query. Using the same computer, it takes about one hour to train
each classification model.

Saliency-based selection of 2D screenshots. For a 3D model, there exist multiple
viewpoints to capture screenshots, some capture the general views of the model while others
focus on a specific set of entities in the scene. They randomly generate multiple screenshots
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from different viewpoints at 3 different scales: general views, views on a set of entities,
and views on a specific entity. Screenshots with many occlusions are removed. Then, they
estimate the saliency map of a screenshot with DHSNet [125] to evaluate if this view has
sufficient human-oriented visually attracted details. By this way, they generate a set of
visually information-rich screenshots for each 3D model. In this task, experimental results
show that using no more than 5 appropriate views can be sufficient to classify the place of a
3D model with high accuracy.

Place classification adaptation for 3D models. Adversarial training is a promising
approach for training robust deep neural network. Adversarial approaches are also possible
to unsupervised domain adaptation [176, 190]. They apply the adversarial adaptive method
to minimize the distance between the source and target mapping distributions. This approach
aims to create an efficient target mapping model due to substantial variance between the two
domains.

In this approach, the source domain is a set of natural images that are used to train
Places365-CNN models, while the target domain is a set of 3D place screenshots that are
captured from given 3D models. Inspired by the idea of adversarial discriminative domain
adaptation for face recognition [190], they propose their method to train the target mapping
model so as to match the source distribution for place classification. Fig. 3.10 illustrates
the overview of their proposed method to adapt a place classification system from natural
images to screenshots of 3D models. They first train a target representation Mt to encode a
screenshot of a 3D model into a feature vector that cannot be distinguished with the feature
from a natural image by the domain discriminator. Then they train a classifier C that can
correctly classify target images.

In the Adversarial Adaptation step, a natural image is encoded by a source represen-
tation Ms and a screenshot of a 3D model is encoded by a target representation Mt . The
goal of this step is to learn Mt so that the discriminator cannot distinguish the domain of a
feature vector encoded by either Ms or Mt . They keep the source representation Ms fixed
and train the target representation Mt using a basic adversarial loss until the feature maps
of the two domains are indistinguishable by the discriminator. By this way, they obtain
a transformation to match the target distribution (screenshots from 3D models) with the
source distribution (natural images).

In the Classification for Target Domain step, they use Mt to encode screenshots of 3D
models and train a classifier with data from the training dataset. The label for a 3D model is
determined by voting from the results of its selected screenshots with the coefficient weights
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Figure 3.10: Place classification for screenshots of 3D models with adversarial discriminative
domain adaptation.

corresponding to the prediction score of each view. To further boost the overall accuracy
for place classification of 3D models from 2D screenshots, they train multiple classifiers
with the same network structure and assemble the output results with voting scheme. They
use Google cloud machines n1-highmem-2, each with 2 vCPUs, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @
2.50GHz Intel Xeon E5 v2, 13 GB Memory, and 1 x NVIDIA Tesla K80.

Ranking generation. Because of the wide variation of sketch images, for each sketch
image in the test set, they consider up to the two best labels of the sketch image, then retrieve
all related 3D models (via their common labels), and finally sort all retrieved items (3D
models) in ascending order of dissimilarity.

• Single-labeled sketch image: they select all the 3D models corresponding to the label
of a sketch image and insert them into the rank list in a descending order of confidence
scores measuring the possibility that a 3D model belongs to that category.

• Multi-labeled sketch image: the similarity score between a sketch image and a 3D
model is determined by the product of the confidence score of the sketch image and
that of the 3D model. All 3D models in the categories related to a sketch image are
inserted into the rank list and sorted in descending order of similarity, i.e. ascending
order of distance.

They submit 3 runs to the SHREC’18 sketch/image track.

• Run 1: they use the single label of a sketch/image from one network in Type 1 and
the single label of a 3D model from one place classification model.

• Run 2: they use the single label of a sketch/image from the fusion of 3 networks (one
Type 1 and two Type 2 networks) and the single label of a 3D model from the fusion
of 5 place classification models.
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• Run 3: they use the two best labels of a sketch/image from one network in Type 1 and
the single label of a 3D model from the fusion of 5 place classification models.

RNSRAP/RNIRAP (SHREC’19 extended version): ResNet50-based sketch/image
recognition with scene attributes and adapting place classification for 3D models using
adversarial training, by N. Bui, T. Do, K. Nguyen, T. Nguyen, V. Nguyen, and M. Tran
Similarly, the two methods RNSRAP’19 and RNIRAP’19 share all the steps, except the first
one. Therefore, we only present their first steps respectively.

Sketch image classification with data augmentation. They use data augmentation to
enrich the training data for sketch recognition. They first collect a dataset of natural scene
images from Google. They do not only crawl images with exactly 30 concepts in this track
but also extend the list of concepts with semantically related concepts. For example, instead
of searching only “desert” images, they expand the query terms into “desert”, “camel”,
“cactus”, etc. By using this query expansion strategy, they expect that their natural scene
corpus can be used to link the gap of visual differences in the sketch image dataset.

The natural scene images are transformed into sketch-like images. For this track, they
simply use automated tools for image transformation. However, they intend to use image
translation to adapt images from the natural domain into the sketch-like domain.

For each image in the enriched dataset, they use ResNet-50 [76] to extract features and
train a simple image classification network with 30 concepts.

2D scene image classification with scenes’ deep features. To classify an image into
one of the 30 scene categories in this track, they apply their method (used in SceneIBR2018,
Section 3.3.1) to extract scenes’ deep features using MIT Places API [238]. They train a
simple network with the extracted features from Places API and use this network to classify
an input image with 30 labels.

In their first step, an input image is represented as a feature vector in Places API domain
vector space using a pre-trained ResNet-50 [76] model on the MIT Places API scene
recognition network. Instead of using 102 scene attributes as in their previous SceneIBR2018
competition, they use a 512-dimensional deep feature representation which is generated
before being processed through dense layers for classification.

Next, they utilize the extracted features to train a neural network classifier on the
provided 30 scene categories. Different from their method used in the SceneIBR2018 track,
the input feature is processed through two dense hidden layers with a dimension of 1,024
for each layer, instead of a small network of 100≤ K ≤ 200 dimensions as stated in their
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previous method. The visualization of their network configuration is demonstrated in Fig.
3.11. The network is trained on a server with 1 × NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU. An Adam
optimizer with learning rate at 0.0001 being hyperparameters. Three models were trained
using this network configuration. The final label prediction of an image is outputted by
using a majority voting scheme from these three models.

Figure 3.11: 2D scene classification with scenes’ deep features.

3D scene classification with multiple screenshots, domain adaptation, and concept
augmentation. They perform a two-step process for 3D scene classification with multiple
screenshots. The first step of their method is to use a number of classification models and
domain adaptation to classify the 3D scene. The second step is to take advantage of visual
concepts to refine the final result. The overview of the method is illustrated in Fig. 3.12.

In the first step, they train multiple classification models and use the voting scheme to
ensemble the classification results. Because there are fair resemblances between 3D scene
models and scenery images, they perform transfer learning from models pretrained on two
datasets: ImageNet [51] and Places365 [238].

The first model is to extract feature vectors for each image using ResNet-50 [76]
pretrained on the ImageNet and Places365 datasets, respectively, then feed these feature
vectors to a fully-connected neural network that has one to two hidden layers. The number
of nodes in each hidden layers is set to 128, 192, 256, or 320 nodes and they choose the
architecture that yields the highest classification accuracy to be the final result of this model.

They also extract 365-D scene attribute features for each image using Places365 and then
concatenate them with the 2048-D feature vector of that image to form a 2413-D feature,
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Figure 3.12: Two-step process of the 3D scene classification method.

which is later reduced to 512-D by PCA to train a third classification network. The extracted
scene attributes may provide useful information, such as “outdoor”, “natural light” , “trees”
for a screenshot from a model in the “mountain” category. Concatenating two vectors’
results in a higher dimensional input may make the model prone to overfitting. Therefore,
each feature is normalized to have zero mean and unit variance and then they use PCA to
reduce the size of the input vectors to 512-D.

Their second model is to collect real images of the 30 different categories from Places365
dataset and the Internet (for the “great_pyramid” class). They collect 1,000 images per
category. Then they use the weights of the last fully connected layer trained by this small-
scale dataset to initialize the weights of the model when trained on the screenshot dataset.

Next, they apply their proposal of domain adaptation (used in SHREC 2018) [225, 226]
to classify a 2D screenshot of a 3D scene. Concretely, they first train an adversarial network
to learn the representation of a 3D model to be close to the representation of a corresponding
natural image. They treat the natural image domain as the source domain and the screenshots
of the 3D model as the target domain. A discriminator is used to distinguish between the
representations of the two domains. They train the target representation via an adversarial
loss so that the two representations are indistinguishable to the discriminator. Then, using
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the adaptive representation of a 3D model, they train a number of simple networks. The
predicted labels from the networks are assembled via voting to select the final label for the
3D model.

Because of the wide variation in the design of a 3D scene, it is not enough to classify the
category of a scene simply by extracting the feature (from ResNet-50) or from the features
of scene attributes (from Places365, even after domain adaptation). This motivates their
proposal to employ object/entity detectors to identify entities related to certain concepts
existing in a screenshot.

In the second step of the proposed method, they first collect a dataset of natural images
from the Internet corresponding to the concepts that are related to the 30 scene categories.
For example, they use the query terms such as “cactus” and “camel” to serve the scene
classification for “desert”. They train their set of object detectors from this dataset of natural
images with Faster RCNN [162]. Then they apply their detectors to identify entities that
might appear in a scene, such as “book” (in a library), and “umbrella” (in a beach). By this
way, they further refine their retrieval results.

VMV-AlexNet, VMV-VGG: View and majority vote based 3D scene retrieval algorithm,
by J. Yuan, H. Abdul-Rashid, B. Li, T. Wang, and Y. Lu They proposed a View and
Majority Vote based 3D scene retrieval algorithm (VMV) [223] by either employing the
AlexNet (for Query-by-Sketch only) or the VGG-16 model. Its architecture is illustrated in
Fig. 3.13.

3D scene view sampling. For each 3D scene model, they center each 3D scene model
in a 3D sphere. They develop a QMacro script program to automate the operations of
the SketchUp software to perform the view sampling, and sample 13 scene view images
automatically. They uniformly arrange 12 cameras on the equator of the bounding sphere of
a 3D scene model, and one on the top of the sphere. One example is shown in Fig. 3.14.

Data augmentation. To avoid overfitting issues, before each pre-training or training,
they employ data augmentation technique (rotations, shifts and flips) [218] to enlarge the
related dataset’s size by 500 times.

Pre-training and fine-tuning. They pre-train the AlexNet1/VGG1 model on the TU-
Berlin sketch dataset [57] for 500 epochs, and pre-train AlexNet2/VGG2 on the Places
scene image dataset [238] for 100 epochs. After pre-training, they fine-tune the AlexNet1/
VGG1 on the 2D scene sketch/image training dataset, and fine-tune the AlexNet2/VGG2 on
the 2D scene views training dataset, respectively.
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Figure 3.13: VMV architecture [223].

Sketch/image/view classification and majority vote-based label matching. They
obtain classification vectors by feeding well-trained AlexNet1/VGG1 with a 2D scene
sketch/image query, or AlexNet2/VGG2 with the 2D scene views testing target dataset.
Finally, based on the query’s classification vector and a 3D scene target’s 13 classification
vectors, they generate the rank list for each sketch/image query by using a majority vote-
based label matching method.

For more details, please refer to [223], while the code is also publicly accessible2.

DRF: Deep random field based semantic 3D scene retrieval algorithm, by J. Yuan,
T. Wang, S. Zhe, Y. Lu, and B. Li This retrieval algorithm extends the semantic tree-
based 3D scene model recognition model named Deep Random Field (DRF) proposed by
Yuan et al. [228], as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The motivation of this retrieval algorithm is

2URL: http://orca.st.usm.edu/~bli/Scene_SBR_IBR/index.html.
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Figure 3.14: A 13 sampled scene view images example of an apartment scene model [223].

to utilize the semantic information existing in 2D scene images/sketches and 3D scene
models to improve the retrieval performance. To organize such semantic information, we
first build a Scene Semantic Tree (SST) based on the semantic ontology of WordNet [140]
and its available hierarchical tree of semantically-related concepts. Then, an individual DRF
model is trained respectively on the training query/target dataset of the basic and extended
benchmark. Finally, a classification and majority vote-based matching which is similar to
that of VMV (Section 3.3.1, last step) is applied to generate a rank list for a query.

DRF adopts the same multi-view convolutional neural network (MVCNN) based recog-
nition framework as Su et al. [184]. However, besides the standard CNN-related loss, its
loss function also includes a semantic information-based loss during the learning process,
by utilizing the pre-constructed semantic scene tree. The DRF-based retrieval algorithm
contains the following four steps.

(1) Sampling 3D scene views: a set of 13 color sample scene views are rendered for
each 3D scene model by uniformly setting 12 cameras on the bounding sphere of the model
with an elevation angle of 20 degrees, and 1 camera on the north pole.

(2) Building a Scene Semantic Tree (SST): based on all the 2D/ 3D scene sketches/
images/ models available in the training query and target datasets, a Scene Semantic Tree
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(SST) is constructed to encodes the semantic class and attribute (i.e., scene object) informa-
tion existing in the 2D/3D scene data. To build the tree, firstly, the YOLOv3 [160] model
is employed to detect the objects available in each scene sketch/image/view. One example
for a kitchen view image and the related definition of object occurrence distribution can be
found in Fig. 1.1.

(3) Training a DRF query/target classification model respectively: The VGG16
model is used, while its joint loss function of the DRF model is defined as follows,

L= λLDNN +(1−λ )LSST({P(Oi|S)},{Ri ∗ ci}),

where, LDNN is the standard loss of a Deep Neural Network (DNN) classifier; LSST is the
Scene Semantics Tree-related semantic loss. λ is a hyperparameter, where λ ∈ [0,1]. The
object occurrence probability {P(Oi|S)} is learned based on the corresponding training
query/target dataset. It is the conditional probability that an object class Oi appears in a
candidate scene S, and serves as the scene semantics information of S. Ri is the Lesk [101]-
based semantic relatedness between Oi and S. ci is the number of occurrences of Oi detected
by YOLOv3 in a training scene sketch/image/view. Both losses are scaled to [0, 1] before
combination.

(4) Sketch/image/view classification and majority vote-based label matching: it is
almost the same as the last step of Section 3.3.1. Please refer to it for more details.

For the original DRF related code, data, and experimental results, please refer to [228].

3.3.2 Query-by-Image retrieval

BoW: Bag-of-Words framework based retrieval, M. Tran, V. Ninh, T. Le, K. Nguyen, V.
Ton-That, N. Bui, T. Do, V. Nguyen, M. N. Do, and A. Duong The same participating
group as that of Section 3.3.1 contributed another two runs based on the Bag-of-Words
framework. In this approach, they do not train a model to classify a 2D scene image or a
3D model. Instead, their non-learning based method takes advantage of their framework
on Bag-of-Word retrieval [120, 147] to determine the category of a 2D scene (query) and a
3D model (target). They also employ the same method to generate a set of useful views for
each 3D model (see Section 3.3.1).

For both 2D scene images and 3D model views, they follow the same retrieval process.
First, they apply the Hessian Affine detector to detect the interest points N in each image,
either a 2D scene image or a 2D view of a 3D model. They use RootSIFT [16] without angle
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Figure 3.15: Overview of scene sampling and CVAE distribution learning.

for keypoint descriptors and train the codebook using an approximate K-Means algorithm
with 1 million codewords. They perform the quantization on all the training images with k-d
tree data-structure to calculate the BoW representation of each image. They also perform
soft assignment with 3 nearest neighbors, L2 asymmetric distance measurement [241],
TF-IDF weighting, and average pooling for each representation.

For each unlabeled 2D scene image, they retrieve a rank list of relevant images. Then
they determine the top-M most voted labels from those of the retrieved images and assign
these candidate labels to the input image. In this task, they choose M = 1 or 2. Similarly,
they also determine the top-M most voted labels for each 2D view, then assign the most
reliable label to the corresponding 3D model.

The codebook training module using Python 2.7 is deployed on a computer with a Ubuntu
14.04 OS and 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3 CPU, and 64 GB RAM. It takes 2 hours
to create a codebook with 1 million visual words from 15 million features. The retrieval
process in Matlab R2012b with feature quantization and dissimilarity matrix calculation
is performed on a computer with a Windows Server 2008 R2 OS, a 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon
E5-2660 CPU, and 12 GB RAM. It takes less than 1 second to perform the retrieval for each
image.

There are two runs in this method. In this first run, they determine only one label for
each scene image and only one label for each 3D model. In the second one, they determine
up to two labels for each scene image and up to two labels for each 3D model.
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CVAE: Conditional variational autoencoders for image based scene retrieval, by P. Rey,
M. Holenderski, D. Jarnikov, and V. Menkovski Overview. Their proposed approach
consists of image-to-image comparison with Conditional Variational AutoEncoders (CVAE)
[95], as shown in Fig. 3.15. The CVAE is a semi-supervised method for approximating the
underlying generative model that produced a set of images and their corresponding class
labels in terms of the so-called unobserved latent variables. Each of the input images is
described in terms of a probability distribution over the latent variables and the classes.

Their approach consists of using the probability distributions calculated by the CVAE
for each image as a descriptor. They compare an image query and the 3D scene renderings
by using the distributions obtained from the CVAE. Their method consists of several steps:
data pre-processing, training and retrieval described in the following subsections.

Data preprocessing. They obtain thirteen renderings for each of the 3D scenes. Twelve
views are rendered at different angles around the scene as in [184] and one view is obtained
from the 3D scene’s predefined view once it is loaded into the SketchUp software. Their
training dataset consists of these renderings together with the training images provided.
All images are resized to a resolution of 64× 64 with three color channels and all pixel
values are normalized to the interval [0,1]. Any image x is a part of the data space set
X = [0,1]64×64×3. They have performed image data augmentation during training using a
horizontal flip to all images.

Training. The CVAE consists of an encoder and a decoder neural network. The
encoder network calculates from an input image x ∈ X the parameters of a probability
density qφ (z|x) over the latent space Z = Rd and a density qφ (y|x) over the thirty class
values in Y = {1,2,3, . . . ,30} where φ represents the network parameters. On the other
hand, the decoder network receives as an input a sampled latent variable z∼ qφ (z|x) and a
sampled class label y∼ qφ (y|x) and returns a reconstruction of the original image x which
is interpreted as the location parameter of a normal distribution over the data space X .

The distribution qφ (z|x) is chosen to be a normal distribution over Z and qφ (y|x) a
categorical distribution over Y . The probabilistic model used corresponds to the M2 model
described in the article [95]. Both the encoding and decoding neural networks are convolu-
tional.

The CVAE is fed with batches of labeled images during training. The loss function is the
sum of the negative Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) and a classification loss. The ELBO is
approximated by means of the parametrization trick described in [93, 95] and represents the
variational inference objective. The classification loss for their encoding distributions over
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Y corresponds to the cross entropy between the probability distribution over Y with respect
to the input label.

Retrieval. Each image x ∈ X can be described as a conditional joint distribution over
Z×Y . Assuming that the latent variable z and the categorical value y for an image x are
independent, this joint probability density corresponds to qφ (z,y|x) = qφ (z|x)qφ (y|x).

The similarity D between an input image query x∗ ∈ X and a 3D scene represented by
its N rendered images S = {xr}N

r=1 is given by the minimum symmetrized cross entropy Hs

between the query and the rendered images’ probability distributions (see Fig. 3.15).

D(x∗,S) min
r∈{1,2,...,13}

Hs(qφ (z|x∗),qφ (z|xr))

+αHs(qφ (y|x∗),qφ (y|xr)). (3.4)

The parameter α corresponds to a weighting factor taking into account the importance
of label matching. They have used a value of α = 64×64×3. A ranking of 3D scenes is
obtained for each query according to this similarity.

Five runs. They have sent five submissions corresponding to methods who differ only
on the architecture of the encoding and decoding neural networks. These are described as
follows:

1. CVAE-(1,2,3,4): CVAE with different CNN architectures for the encoder and decoder.

2. CVAE-VGG: CVAE with features from pre-trained VGG [87] on the Places data set
[238] as part of the encoder.

3.4 Results

For clarity, we conduct comparative evaluations with respect to the two different sketch/
image-based 3D scene retrieval benchmarks that we have built. We measure retrieval
performance based on the seven metrics described in Section 3.2.3: PR, NN, FT, ST, E,
DCG and AP.

3.4.1 Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 benchmark

Based on the the Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 benchmark described in Section 3.2.1, we orga-
nized two SHREC’18 tracks on the topics of either 2D scene sketch or 2D scene image-based
3D scene retrieval, for which we refer to as SceneSBR2018 and SceneIBR2018. Fig. 3.16
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and Table 3.4 compare the three learning-based and one non-learning based Query-by-
Sketch retrieval methods submitted to SceneSBR2018, as well as the three learning-based
and two non-learning based Query-by-Image retrieval methods submitted to
SceneIBR2018, based on the corresponding testing and complete datasets of our
Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 benchmark. We also evaluate the newly contributed learning-based
semantic approach DRF together with them.
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Figure 3.16: Query-by-Sketch and Query-by-Image Precision-Recall diagram performance
comparisons on our Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 benchmark.
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Table 3.4: Query-by-Sketch and Query-by-Image performance metrics comparison on our
Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 benchmark.

Participant Method NN FT ST E DCG AP
Query-by-Sketch

Learning-based methods
Li MMD-VGG 0.771 0.630 0.835 0.633 0.856 0.685

Liu
TCL1 0.643 0.582 0.753 0.579 0.810 0.606
TCL2 0.814 0.630 0.794 0.626 0.860 0.688
TCL3 0.800 0.640 0.801 0.633 0.861 0.691

Tran
RNSRAP1 0.729 0.658 0.659 0.637 0.826 0.689
RNSRAP2 0.786 0.729 0.734 0.707 0.864 0.757
RNSRAP3 0.729 0.652 0.766 0.637 0.834 0.707

Yuan DRF 0.200 0.621 0.740 0.618 0.745 0.576
Non-learning based methods
Li VGG 0.336 0.262 0.428 0.151 0.684 0.243

Query-by-Image
Learning-based methods
Li MMD-VGG 0.910 0.750 0.899 0.750 0.929 0.803

Liu
TCL1 0.823 0.689 0.856 0.687 0.900 0.733
TCL2 0.871 0.751 0.888 0.759 0.927 0.803
TCL3 0.864 0.760 0.893 0.762 0.927 0.809

Tran
RNIRAP1 0.864 0.760 0.893 0.762 0.927 0.809
RNIRAP2 0.944 0.882 0.890 0.854 0.954 0.893
RNIRAP3 0.936 0.875 0.941 0.850 0.958 0.902

Yuan DRF 0.203 0.547 0.767 0.645 0.762 0.598
Non-learning based methods
Li VGG 0.719 0.416 0.585 0.291 0.803 0.414

Tran
BoW1 0.575 0.316 0.396 0.272 0.735 0.360
BoW2 0.501 0.311 0.469 0.196 0.719 0.298

Peer performance evaluation Query-by-Sketch retrieval. We fist perform a comparative
evaluation of the eight runs of the four methods submitted to the SceneSBR2018 track by
the three groups. As shown in the aforementioned figure and table, in the learning based
category, Tran’s RNSRAP algorithm (run 2) performs the best, followed by Liu’s TCL
method (run 3), while the overall performance of all the track participating learning-based
methods are close to each other. We find that the performance of Yuan’s DRF method is
relatively lower, which should be due to the fact that it is an ongoing research approach and
not optimized yet. In the non-learning based category, there is only one participating method,
whose performance is much inferior if compared with learning-based ones. More details
about the retrieval performance of each individual query of every participating method can
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be found on the SceneSBR2018 track homepage [225].
Though we cannot directly compare non-learning based approaches and learning-based

approaches together, we have found much more promising results in learning-based ap-
proaches. The CNNs contribute a lot to the top performance of those three learning-based
approaches. Considering many latest sketch-based 3D model retrieval methods utilize deep
learning techniques, we regard it as the currently most popular and promising machine
learning technique for 2D/3D feature learning and related retrieval. In fact, the three methods
that adopt certain deep learning models also perform well when adapted to this challenging
benchmark.

Finally, we classify all the SceneSBR2018 track participating methods with respect to
the techniques employed: all the four participating groups (Li, Liu, Tran, Yuan) utilize local
features. All of the four groups (Li, Liu, Tran, Yuan) employ deep learning framework
to automatically learn the features. But Tran further applies regular transformations and
adversarial training, while Yuan utilizes available semantic information as well. On the
other hand, Li and Liu directly compute the 2D-3D distances based on the distributions of
sketches and models by using the Euclidean distance metric, while Tran and Yuan conduct
the retrieval based on 2D/3D classification.

Query-by-Image retrieval. Similarly, we perform a comparative evaluation of the ten
runs of the five methods submitted to SceneIBR2018 track by the three groups, together
with one run from the new method DRF. As shown in the aforementioned figure and table,
in the learning-based category, Tran’s RNIRAP algorithm (run 3) performs the best, closely
followed by Li’s MMD-VGG and Liu’s TCL method (run 3), which are close to each other
as well. That is, the performance of all the three learning-based methods are similar to each
other. DRF’s performance is still relatively lower than those three SHREC’18 participating
methods. In the non-learning based category, Li’s VGG algorithm outperforms Tran’s BoW
method. For each participating method, more details about the rank list and evaluated
retrieval performance of each query can be found on the SceneIBR2018 track website [4].

Although it is not fair to compare non-learning based approaches with learning-based
approaches, it is easy to find that the learning-based approaches have produced much more
appealing accuracies. In Tran’s top-performing learning based approach RNIRAP, in terms
of automatically learning the features, the deep learning approach Place365-CNN [238]
contributes a lot to its better accuracy among the learning based approaches.

Finally, all the five SceneIBR2018 track participating methods are categorized according
to the techniques they employed. All the three learning-based methods (MMD-VGG, TCL,
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RNIRAP) from three participating groups (Li, Liu, Tran) utilize deep learning techniques to
automatically learn local features. Therefore, all of the three groups have considered the deep
learning framework for feature learning. DRF also adopts a deep learning-based approach
to learn local features. In the non-learning based category, Tran’s BoW method employs the
Bag-of-Words, while Li’s VGG method uses a pre-trained model VGG to directly extract
local features. Only Tran’s RNIRAP and Yuan’s DRF utilize a classification-based 3D
model retrieval framework.

Cross-track performance evaluation As can be seen from Fig. 3.16 and Table 3.4, both
the SceneSBR2018 and SceneIBR2018 tracks have almost the same four participating meth-
ods. However, for the same method each performance metric achieved on the SceneIBR2018
track is significantly better than that on the SceneSBR2018 track, while its Precision-Recall
curve is also often higher on the image track. We believe at least the following three
differences of SceneIBR2018 contribute to its better performance: (1) it has a 40 times
larger query dataset which is very helpful for the training of the deep neural networks;
(2) compared with the sketch queries of SceneSBR2018, SceneIBR2018’s image queries
contain much more accurate 3D shape information; and (3) each of SceneIBR2018’s image
queries has additional color information to correlate to the texture information existing in
the 3D scene models. Therefore, there is a much smaller semantic gap to bridge between
the query and target datasets for the SceneIBR2018 track, while the SceneSBR2018 track
is much more challenging due to a big semantic gap there. It is also interesting to find
that DRF does not follow this trend since it achieves similar performance on both tracks,
in terms of all the evaluation metrics including Precision-Recall plot. We believe this is
due to the semantic retrieval approach targets bridging the semantic gap between 2D scene
sketches/images and 3D scenes by incorporating the WordNet-based Scene Semantic Tree
into the retrieval process, which helps it to achieve consistency in its retrieval performance
on either track.

3.4.2 Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 benchmark

Similarly, based on the Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 benchmark described in Section 3.2.2, we
organized two SHREC’19 tracks on 2D scene sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval, for
which we refer to as SceneSBR2019 and SceneIBR2019. Fig. 3.17 and Table 3.5 compare
the two learning-based Query-by-Sketch retrieval methods submitted to SceneSBR2019, as
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well as the three learning-based Query-by-Image retrieval methods submitted to
SceneIBR2019, based on the corresponding testing and complete datasets of our
Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 benchmark. Likewise, five new runs coming from the newly
introduced approach DRF and SHREC’18 participating method TCL are also evaluated
together with the 12 runs of SHREC’19 participating methods.
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Figure 3.17: Query-by-Sketch and Query-by-Image Precision-Recall diagram performance
comparisons on our Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 benchmark.

Peer performance evaluation Query-by-Sketch retrieval. In this subsection, we com-
paratively evaluate the six runs of the four methods submitted by the four groups. All the
four methods are learning-based methods. As shown in the Fig. 3.17 and Table 3.5, Bui’s
RNSRAP algorithm (run 2) performs the best, followed by their RNSRAP (run 1), a close
pair of Yuan’s DRF and WYL’s TCL1, and VMV-VGG. More details about the retrieval
performance of each individual query of every evaluated method are available on the Sce-
neSBR2019 track homepage [222]. An interesting finding is about DRF and VMV-VGG:
they use the same CNN model (VGG) and both adopt a classification-based framework,
while the main difference is that DRF integrates a semantic loss during its model training
process. It is evident to find that there is a very significant improvement in the performance
after utilizing semantic information. For example, there is a 78.6% and 10.3% increase in
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Table 3.5: Query-by-Sketch and Query-by-Image performance metrics comparison on our
Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 benchmark.

Participant Method NN FT ST E DCG AP
Query-by-Sketch

Learning-based methods

Bui
RNSRAP1 0.914 0.668 0.728 0.665 0.825 0.581
RNSRAP2 0.943 0.818 0.870 0.814 0.913 0.786

Wang &Yuan & Liu (WYL) TCL1 0.610 0.345 0.486 0.350 0.680 0.343

Yuan
VMV-AlexNet 0.024 0.046 0.084 0.047 0.386 0.057
VMV-VGG 0.081 0.281 0.369 0.280 0.533 0.243

Yuan DRF 0.148 0.500 0.588 0.494 0.670 0.434
Query-by-Image

Learning-based methods

Bui
RNIRAP1 0.845 0.620 0.674 0.618 0.791 0.544
RNIRAP2 0.865 0.749 0.792 0.745 0.863 0.722

Rey

CVAE-VGG 0.071 0.054 0.099 0.055 0.405 0.054
CVAE1 0.235 0.187 0.295 0.189 0.532 0.172
CVAE2 0.272 0.217 0.331 0.219 0.560 0.201
CVAE3 0.199 0.154 0.251 0.157 0.507 0.145
CVAE4 0.211 0.149 0.246 0.152 0.505 0.142

Wang &Yuan & Liu (WYL)
TCL1 0.632 0.375 0.521 0.376 0.706 0.378
TCL2 0.677 0.403 0.551 0.403 0.728 0.407

Yuan VMV-VGG 0.122 0.458 0.573 0.452 0.644 0.390
Yuan DRF 0.094 0.505 0.595 0.500 0.667 0.430

terms of AP on the sketch and image track, respectively. In terms of Precision-Recall plot
performance, DRF also outperforms VMV-VGG by a non-trivial margin.

All the four evaluated methods utilized CNN models, which contribute a lot to the
achieved performance of those two learning-based approaches. Since deep learning tech-
niques are widely utilized in many latest sketch-based 3D model retrieval methods, it can be
regarded as the currently most popular and promising machine learning technique for 2D/3D
feature learning and related retrieval. In fact, we can see that the deep learning models which
are adopted in these four methods, especially Bui’s method, perform well in dealing with
this challenging retrieval task. They improved their method used in the SceneIBR2018 track
by utilizing object-level semantic information for data augmentation and refining retrieval
results, which helps to advance the retrieval performance further. The significant impact
on the retrieval performance by utilizing semantic information has also been reflected by
the above comparative evaluation of DRF and VMV-VGG. Considering there is still much
room for further improvement in the retrieval accuracy as well as the scalability issue, we
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believe it is very promising to further propose a practical retrieval algorithm for large-scale
2D sketch-based 3D scene retrieval by utilizing both deep learning and scene semantic
information.

Finally, we classify all the four evaluated methods based on the techniques adopted: all
of them utilize local features, employ a deep learning framework to automatically learn the
features, and apply regular transformations (e.g., flipping, translation, rotation). While, Bui
further applies adversarial training as well. On the other hand, Liu’s TCL adopts a direct
feature matching approach, while Yuan’s two approaches (VMV and DRF) mainly adopt an
image/sketch classification framework and then uses majority vote-based label matching to
generate the retrieved result. However, Bui conducts the retrieval based on both 2D sketch
recognition and 3D model classification, as well as both object detection and recognition.

Query-by-Image retrieval. As can be seen in the aforementioned figure and table,
Bui’s RNIRAP algorithm (run 2) performs the best, followed by TCL2, DRF, the baseline
method VMV-VGG, TCL1, and the CVAE method (CVAE2). More details about the
retrieval performance of each individual query of every evaluated method are available on
the SceneIBR2019 track website [5]. Here, we want to have a closer study on TCL and
DRF. Among all the evaluated approaches, only TCL proposes a so-called triplet-center loss
to improve extracted features’ discriminative power, while all other five methods completely
(i.e., RNIRAP (ResNet), VMV (VGG), and DRF (VGG)) or partially (i.e., CVAE) utilizes a
traditional classification loss. The triplet-center loss optimizes each class’ center such that
relevant samples are closer to it than the centers of other classes. It is obvious to find out
the more discriminative power of such approach for retrieval purpose based on its superior
performance than the classification loss-based models (i.e., pure VGG/ResNet-based ones).
Again, DRF achieves a significant jump (i.e. 10.3% increase in AP) in its performance after
integrating a semantic loss with a traditional classification loss during its VGG-based model
training. Therefore, it can be anticipated that an integration of a more powerful model, like
the triplet-center loss based TCL, and a semantic retrieval framework, such as the semantic
tree-based DRF approach, will push the limit of such retrieval framework’s performance
even further.

Firstly, all the three methods submitted to the SceneIBR2019 track by the three partici-
pating groups and all the currently evaluated six methods are leaning-based methods, while
there is no submission involving a non-learning based approach during the SceneIBR2019
track time. In addition, all of the six methods have employed a deep neural networks based
learning approach.
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Secondly, we could further classify the submitted approaches at a finer granular level.
RNIRAP, VMV-VGG, and DRF utilize CNN models and a classification-based approach,
which contribute a lot to their better accuracies. While, TCL utilizes a trained DNN model to
extract feature vectors to perform direct feature matching for retrieval; and the CVAE-based
method uses a conditional VAE generative model and resulted latent features to measure the
2D-3D similarities.

Therefore, according to these two years’ SHREC tracks (SHREC’19 and SHREC’18)
on this topic, deep learning-based techniques are still the most promising and popular
approach in tackling this new and challenging research direction. To further improve the
retrieval performance, Bui used scene object semantic information during the stages of data
augmentation and retrieval results refinement.

Cross-track performance comparison Except CVAE, these two tracks share other two
participating methods (with minor differences). It is the second time that we have found that
generally the performance achieved in the “Image-Based 3D Scene Retrieval (IBR)” track
is significantly better, compared with that achieved on the back to back “Sketch-Based 3D
Scene Retrieval (SBR)” track. This should be attributed to the same reasons as we have
concluded in Section 3.4.1: IBR has a much larger training query dataset which contains
images, instead of sketches, that have much more details and color information as well,
which makes the semantic gap between the 2D image query and 3D scene targets much
smaller. It is also the second time to find that DRF performs differently from the SHREC’19
participating methods. It achieves very similar cross-track performance on all the seven
evaluation metrics (NN, FT, ST, E, DCG, AP, and Precision-Recall plot) on the SHREC’19
tracks, which should be attributed to the same reason as mentioned in Section 3.4.1.

3.4.3 Timing performance evaluation

Table 3.6 lists the running time information in terms of average response time per query for
all the 15 evaluated sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval algorithm. We define response
time as the time difference between the start of a retrieval after submitting the query and
the end of the retrieval when a rank list is generated for it. It can be found that most
algorithms are very fast and can meet the requirement for real-time retrieval. Typically, it
takes from several hours (i.e. approximately 6 hours for CVAE on the SHREC’19 image
track) to several days (i.e. around 3 days for TCL1 on the same SHREC’19 image track)
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for the training on the SHREC’18/SHREC’19 track benchmarks. However, since they are
offline and all the times are still within a reasonable range, we do not directly compare
them in Table 3.6. In a word, we think most evaluated algorithms have excellent scalability
performance in terms of efficiency for large-scale 3D scene retrieval scenarios.

Table 3.6: Available timing information comparison of the five Query-by-Sketch and seven
Query-by-Image retrieval algorithms: TS / TI is the average response time (in seconds)
per query for a Query-by-Sketch / Query-by-Image retrieval method. “R” denotes the
ranking order of all the runs within their respective type of retrieval (Query-by-Sketch, or
Query-by-Image). “-” means not applicable.

Contributor
(with computer configuration) Method Language

Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 Scene_SBR_IBR_2019
TS TI TS TI

Li (CPU: Intel(R) @3.3GHz (single core); Memory:
8 GB; OS: Windows 7)

VGG C++, Matlab 2.29 2.41 - -
MMD-VGG C++, Matlab 10.14 33.93 - -

Liu (CPU: Intel(R) Core i3-2350M @2.3GHz; GPU:
1 x NVIDIA Titan Xp; Memory: 6 GB; OS: Windows
2003 32-bit)

TCL1 Python 0.06 0.09 0.04 0.04
TCL2 Python 0.09 0.08 - 0.04
TCL3 Python 0.09 0.07 - -

Tran & Bui (CPU: Intel(R) Core i5-6198DU
@2.30GHz; GPU: 1 x NVIDIA GeForce 920MX)

RNSRAP Python 0.01 - 0.01 -
RNIRAP Python - 0.01 - 0.01

(for BoW only): CPU: Intel(R) Xeon E5-2660
@2.2GHz; Memory: 12 GB; OS: Windows 2008

BoW1 Python - 0.01 - -
BoW2 Python - 0.01 - -

Yuan (CPU: Intel(R) Core i7 6850K @3.6GHz (6
cores); GPU: 1 x NVIDIA Titan Xp; Memory: 32 GB;
OS: Windows 10)

VMV-
AlexNet

C++, Matlab - - 0.02 -

VMV-VGG C++, Matlab - - 0.06 0.04
DRF C++, Python 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.03

Rey (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2698v4 @2.2GHz (4
processors, 20 cores); Memory: 256 GB; OS: Ubuntu
18.04)

CVAE Ruby,
Python

- - - 0.09

CVAE-VGG Ruby,
Python

- - - 0.22

3.4.4 Scalability performance evaluation

To evaluate an algorithm’s scalability to a larger benchmark, we plan to compare its perfor-
mance on our two benchmarks Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 and Scene_SBR_IBR_2019. From
Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, we can find that the top-performing algorithms RNSRAP and
RNIRAP, as well as TCL (run1) and the new method DRF have available results on both
benchmarks.

For the best-performing approaches RNSRAP and RNIRAP, we need to mention that
there are some further improvement in their 2019 version if compared with their 2018 version,
which can be found in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.1. For example, some changes in RNIRAP are
listed below. (1) use ResNet50 in SceneIBR2019, in comparison to the ResNet18 model
used in SceneIBR2018); (2) to represent the deep learning feature vector, they elevated
its dimension from 102 which was used in SceneSBR2018 to 512 in SceneSBR2019; (3)
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they also increased the dimension of the two hidden layers of the classifier from less than
200 to 1024. For RNSRAP, there is a significant change in their sketch classification in
ScceneSBR2019: a query expansion technique was added by searching semantically related
natural images and then added their transformed sketch-like images into the sketch training
dataset for the training of ResNet50 for feature extraction.

Now, we consider all the four methods (RNSRAP, RNIRAP, TCL and DRF) together.
In a direct comparison to the results from SceneIBR2018, SceneIBR2019 results do not
preform as well for each of them, including the top methods RNSRAP and RNIRAP even
though after several improvements mentioned above. If we compare their Precision-Recall
(PR) plots, we can find that it is common the Precision (P) values will drop much more
quickly from the start of the PR plots on the SHREC’19 tracks than those on the SHREC’18
tracks for all the evaluated methods. These are to be expected since the 10 scene categories
in the SceneIBR2018 benchmark are distinct and have few correlations. In fact, this
trend is consistent in the SceneSBR2019 as well, which can be found the generally lower
performance achieved on the more challenging Scene_SBR_IBR_2019 benchmark. This
has also been explored by us in our prior work [223]: the significant drop in performance
can be attributed to the introduction of many correlating scene categories.

Therefore, this raise our interest in developing more robust 3D scene retrieval algorithms
which are scalable in a large-scale retrieval scenario.

3.5 Summary

2D sketch/image 3D scene retrieval is a new, challenging yet important research direction in
3D object retrieval. It has a large amount of related applications. To promote the research
in 3D scene retrieval, we built the first 2D scene sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval
benchmark Scene_SBR_IBR_2018 and organized two SHREC’18 tracks [6, 226]. In
2019, we have further extended the number of categories from 10 to 30 and built the most
diverse and comprehensive 2D/3D scene dataset to date Scene_SBR_IBR_2019, and further
extended the line of our SHREC related research work on sketch/image-based 3D shape
retrieval (i.e., SHREC’12 [109, 114], SHREC’13 [102, 109], SHREC’14 [106, 112],
SHREC’16 [107], SHREC’18 [6, 226]) by running another two related tracks [8, 224] in
SHREC’19.

Participating groups of these four tracks have explored many different approaches to
solve the intractable task of 2D to 3D scene understanding. Currently, six Query-by-Sketch
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and eight Query-by-Image 3D scene retrieval algorithms have been evaluated on our two
benchmarks, including a newly incorporated semantic retrieval method DRF for each track.
We have conducted a comprehensive comparison of all these 14 retrieval methods by
evaluating them on the two benchmarks. We also made the benchmarks, evaluation results
and evaluation toolkits publicly available at our websites [4,5,222,225]. We also review the
related techniques and datasets, and provide a method description for each retrieval algorithm
in the project. We believe all of these will become an important and useful resource for the
researchers that are interested in this topic as well as many related applications.
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Chapter 4

SEMANTICS-BASED 3D SCENE RETRIEVAL

3D scene model retrieval plays an important role in the whole content-based 3D model
retrieval research field. To promote this field of research, we organized two Shape Retrieval
Contest (SHREC) tracks on 2D scene sketch/image-based and 3D scene model retrieval
in 2018 and 2019. In addition, there is a lot of semantic information (i.e., object-object,
object-scene, object parts, object groups) existing in 3D scene models. In this project,
to further improve 3D scene model retrieval accuracy, we build a semantic scene tree to
incorporate such helpful semantic information into the retrieval process. We propose a
semantics-based 3D scene model retrieval approach. In our approach, the object-object
semantics relatedness information can be learned automatically during the retrieval process.
Experiments demonstrate that our semantics-based approach can capture the semantic
information of 3D scene models effectively, measure their similarities accurately, and thus the
retrieval performance has been significantly improved. The experimental results, code, data
can be found on the project homepage: https://sites.usm.edu/bli/Scene_SBR_IBR/.

4.1 Introduction

3D model retrieval has always been a hot topic in computer vision, there is a lot of research
on it currently. By providing a single sketch, image or model as an input query (Query-
by-Sketch, Query-by-Image, Query-by-Model), 3D model retrieval is to retrieve a list of
candidate 3D models which are related to the input. 3D scene model retrieval is a brand
new research direction in this field of 3D model retrieval. In most of traditional 3D model
retrieval research, each of the input query and the target 3D models only contains a single
object. However, compared to traditional 3D model retrieval, 3D scene model retrieval
is a new type of 3D model retrieval which is more challenging. The input query and the
target 3D models are scene categories instead of one single object. Each scene involves
multiple objects that may or may not overlap each other, and has spatial context configuration
information as well. 3D scene model retrieval has a vast of important applications in real
life, including robotics, autonomous driving cars, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality
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(VR), 3D movie, 3D game production, etc. Therefore, this research topic is promising and
deserves a further exploration.

To facilitate the research on 3D scene model retrieval field, we organized four Shape
Retrieval Contest (SHREC) tracks on this research topic in 2018 and 2019. Each year
contains a Query-by-Sketch and a Query-by-Image 3D scene model retrieval. In 2018,
the dataset (Scene_SBR_IBR_2018) we built only contains 10 scene categories, each
consisting of 25 2D scene sketches, 1,000 2D scene images and 100 3D scene models.
In 2019, we tripled the size of Scene_SBR_IBR_2018, resulting in an extended dataset
(Scene_SBR_IBR_2019). This benchmark has 30 distinct scene categories (10 categories
from Scene_SBR_IBR_2018, and 20 extra categories), and has the same amount of 2D
scene sketches, 2D scene images and 3D scene models in each category as
Scene_SBR_IBR_2018. The performance of the participating methods in 2019 track has
dropped apparently compared to those participating methods in 2018 track. The main reason
for this is that the benchmark in 2019 has more scene categories, thus, it is more general and
comprehensive. Therefore, it is urgent to develop a more robust and scalable method that is
not affected by the size of the benchmark too much.

As a common sense, we know that there is a lot of semantic information existing in
3D scene models, such as object-object, object part-object part and object-group semantic
information. Taking advantage of such helpful and important semantic information will
have a significant and positive impact on the 3D scene model retrieval performance.

Motivated by the above facts, to further improve the retrieval accuracy, we propose a
semantics based 3D scene retrieval approach. In this approach, the semantic relatedness
between each object is captured automatically by using a Gradient Descent-based deep
learning method during the retrieval process. Compared to utilizing the semantic relatedness
based on the semantic ontology of WordNet, the semantic relatedness obtained by the Gradi-
ent Descent-based deep learning method is more adaptive to different types of benchmarks.
Experimental results demonstrate a great improvement in the performance of the retrieval
after utilizing the semantic relatedness information. In addition, it also proves that the
semantic information of 3D scene models can be captured effectively and the similarities
can be measured accurately by our approach during the retrieval process.
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4.2 Semantics-driven 3D scene model retrieval

4.2.1 Overview

We propose a semantics-driven 3D scene model retrieval method in this project. We follow
the retrieval framework of View and Majority Vote (VMV) [112] for 3D scene retrieval
learning process, while we also incorporate semantics loss during the process and propose
a deep random field (DRF) model. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, our method includes the
following five steps.

(1) 3D scene model view sampling: for each 3D scene model, we sample 13 views by
setting up 12 cameras on the equator of its bounding sphere as well as one camera on the
top of the sphere. A QMacro script program is also developed to perform the operations of
view sampling process on the SketchUp software automatically. One example is shown in
Fig. 3.14.

(2) Semantic object instances segmentation: semantically segment each of the sampled
2D view images into a set of objects. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1.1, we semantically
segment a 2D view image of a 3D classroom into the following instances: several desks,
chairs, doors, windows, together with a white board. The semantic information of the scene
view is composed of the category names of these segmented objects and their occurrences.

(3) Semantic relatedness learning: our method is data-driven, by utilizing the Stochasic
Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm. We obtain the semantically relatedness relationship
between the labels of the segmented objects and the labels of the candidate scene category
so as to incorporate this semantic information into the training and prediction process.

(4) Semantic loss computation: semantic similarity is computed between the semantics
of each target scene category and that of the unknown 3D scene model, based on the
semantic relatedness information of each 3D scene category pre-learned in Step (3), and the
categorical names of the scene objects and the number of times they appear in the scene.

(5) VGG-based joint loss retrieval (JLR): we adopt the VGG16 as our main frame-
work to train our 3D scene retrieval model. The difference is that we not only use VGG’s
cross-entropy loss but also combine it with our semantics-based loss and the Triplet Center
Loss (TCL) [78], whose details will be illustrated in Section 4.2.3. Finally, the trained JLR
model is utilized to retrieve each 3D scene model on the testing dataset.
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4.2.2 Semantic object instances segmentation and relatedness learning

Semantic object instances segmentation We utilize the YOLOv3 [160] model to detect
all the possible objects that appear in each 3D scene model. YOLOv3 is an algorithm that
can do object detection in image or video in real-time. However, the publicly available
pre-trained YOLOv3 model can only detect 183 different categories of objects [122], which
belong to the category list of COCO stuff [30], a widely used 2D scene image benchmark
for large-scale object detection, captioning, and segmentation. Since our training and testing
dataset contain some objects that are not included in these 183 categories, in order to better
meet our requirements, 27 additional categories are added in our experiments, and you
can find the names on our project homepage1 . It is important and necessary to enlarge the
dataset for training process by incorporating extra manually-annotated object instances for
the additional 27 categories. The chance of the additional 27 categories appearing in certain
scenes is also very high. For instance, desert is categorized into one of the 30 scene classes
of our benchmark, and we know that cactus are very common objects in desert scenes.
However, the original 183 categories do not contain cactus. Assume the set of our 210 (183
original categories plus 27 additional categories) object categories is O={O1, . . . ,On}. By
utilizing the YOLOv3 framework, for each 2D scene view generated from a 3D scene model
coming from the training dataset, every object category’s number of occurrence ci can be
detected, thus the object occurrence statistics C={c1, . . . ,cn} information can be obtained.
Based on the statistics, we train a 9-layer DNN model to learn the occurrence probability
distribution for each object category, which is the probability of each object that appears in
a 3D scene. We call this distribution the scene semantic information and will take advantage
of it during the training process.

Object occurrence probability {P(Oi|S)} is the conditional probability of a certain
object Oi that appear in a a certain scene category S. For each layer of the DNN model, we
respectively set the number of its nodes as 500, 625, 500, 400, 600, 300, 200, 120, and 210.

Scene Semantic Tree definition. WordNet [140] provides a broad and deep taxonomy
with over 80K distinct synsets representing distinct noun concepts arranged as a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) network of hyponym relationships (e.g., “table” is a hyponym of
“furniture”). As shown in Fig. 1.1, a Scene Semantic Tree (SST) is a hierarchy of classes
with corresponding 3D scene models organized based on the semantic hierarchy in WordNet

1https://sites.usm.edu/bli/Scene_SBR_IBR/
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synsets. Each class (synset) of the Scene Semantic Tree has several attributes (i.e., via is-a,
has-part, or is-made-of relations) according to its gloss defined in WordNet. Each leaf node
of the Scene Semantic Tree has a number of 2D images belonging to the leaf node class. It
also contains the scene semantics information (Object occurrence probability) learned in
Section 4.2.2. Therefore, the Scene Semantic Tree forms a network of classes, attributes
(i.e. scene object categorical names and their estimated distribution), and related 3D scene
model files.

Semantic relatedness learning In the Scene Semantic Tree (SST) [228] work, we adopted
the WordNet [140] as the tree structure, which is a hierarchical tree consisting of
semantically-related concepts, to obtain the relatedness relationship between the labels of
the objects and the labels of the scene category, this relatedness relationship is general and
real world-based. However, the 2D scene sketch or 3D scene model datasets coming from
diverse resources can be significantly different in appearance from those in the real world.
For example, 2D scene sketches, which are iconic, and not realistic. WordNet is applicable
in semantically hosting different types of scene data (sketches, images, and models) if
we can accurately perform related scene recognition and object detection on those data.
In order to obtain the semantic relatedness which fits our dataset, we propose a Gradient
Descent-based deep learning method. We adopt the WordNet semantic relatedness as the
initial values. During the training process, these semantic relatedness values will be adjusted
automatically.

4.2.3 Joint loss definition and JLR model training

Joint loss in DRF model The standard way to classify the objects in a scene or an image
is to treat each object independently and train a deep neural network (DNN) to classify each
object. To improve the recognition accuracy, we incorporate the semantically relatedness
relationships between the detected scene objects’ labels and the candidate scene category
labels into the training and prediction, as well, by utilizing the Scene Semantic Tree. For
example, an object table detected from an unknown scene is more likely to help us classify
the scene to be kitchen or restaurant rather than phone booth or shower, because table is
a “PART_OF” kitchen or restaurant — they are more semantically related. We name our
model as deep random field (DRF), because the way to encode the relationships resembles
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Markov random fields [39]. The loss function of our DRF model is,

L= λLDNN +(1−λ )LSST({Ri ∗ ci},{P(Oi|S)}),

where, LDNN and LSST are the standard loss of a DNN classifier and the semantic loss
based on the Scene Semantics Tree (SST), respectively, while both are defined based
on the cross-entropy loss function (binary cross-entropy (BCE) for LSST); λ is a hyper-
parameter that represents the strength of the standard DNN part; Ri is the WordNet-based
semantic relatedness between two semantically related concepts: the object class name
Oi and a candidate scene category S to classify the scene view. In our experiments, we
adopt the Lesk [101] algorithm as the relatedness measurement; ci is the detected number of
occurrences of Oi in the scene view image; {P(Oi|S)} is the scene semantics information
of S learned in Section 4.2.2. The learning will be optimizing the loss function to jointly
estimate the weights of DNN. Before loss combination, we scale both DNN and semantic
losses to be in the range of [0, 1].

Joint loss in JLR model To improve the 3D scene retrieval accuracy, we first incorporate
the gradient descent-based semantically relatedness, which is the relationship between the
labels of the detected scene objects and the labels of the candidate scene categories, into
the training and prediction processes. Similar to aforementioned DRF model, if an object
detected in a scene query has closer semantic relatedness with one candidate scene category,
then the scene query is more likely to be categorized into this candidate scene category.
Secondly, we also utilize Triplet Center Loss (TCL) [78] in our model as well. The principle
of TCL is that TCL can learn a center for each scene category, and the scene samples that
belong to the same category have a closer distance from the center if compared with the
samples that belong to different categories. The loss function of our JLR model is defined
as follows,

L= λ1LDNN +λ2LGD({Ri ∗ ci},{P(Oi|S)})+(1−λ1−λ2)LTCL,

where, LDNN and LGD are the standard DNN classifier cross-entropy loss and the gradient
descent-based semantic loss defined based on binary cross-entropy (BCE), respectively.
While LTCL is the TCL loss function; λ1 and λ2 are two hyper-parameters that represent the
strength of the standard DNN part and the semantic part. Ri is the gradient descent-based
semantic relatedness relationship between the object category label Oi and a target scene
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category label S for the scene view classification; ci is the number of occurrences of Oi

detected in the view image. {P(Oi|S)} represents the scene semantics information of S

obtained in Section 4.2.2. During the training process, the loss function L is optimized by
the three losses and thus jointly estimate the weights of our DNN model. We also scale all
the three types of loss values in the range of [0, 1].

4.3 Experiments and discussions

4.3.1 Dataset

We conduct a comprehensive evaluation of our semantic scene recognition algorithm based
on the latest sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval benchmark built by us, named
Scene_SBR_IBR [223]. Scene_SBR_IBR was also used by us in organizing two 2019
Eurographics Shape Retrieval Contest (SHREC’19) tracks on 3D scene shape retrieval. It
contains three subsets: 750 2D scene sketches, 30,000 2D scene images, and 3,000 3D
scene models. All the 2D sketches/images and 3D scene models are equally classified
into 30 classes. For each class, 18 sketches, 700 images and 70 models were randomly
chosen for training while the rest 7 sketches, 300 images and 30 models were kept for
testing. We utilize its 3D scene subset (testing dataset portion) to evaluate our 3D scene
recognition algorithm, while using its image subset (training dataset portion) for scene
semantic information extraction (See Section 4.2.2 for details and results in Section 4.3.3),
considering its much larger size than that of the 3D scene dataset, much higher overall
accuracy in scene details, and much more realistic scene features. A 3D scene example and a
2D scene image instance for each class are demonstrated in Fig. 4.1 (a) and (b), respectively.

4.3.2 Scene object categories

To learn the scene semantics information for the target 3D scenes in the Scene_SBR_IBR
benchmark, we choose the maximum number of possible different object categories that
may appear in the 3D scenes to be 210 by adding 27 additional classes, together with their
manually annotated object instances to meet the needs of the Scene_SBR_IBR benchmark.
The list of the 27 additional classes can be found on our project homepage.

4.3.3 Object occurrence probabilities

By following the approach presented in Section 4.2.2, for each scene category, we first
adopt YOLOv3 [160] framework to detect the objects in each scene image within the
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(a) models (b) images

Figure 4.1: 3D target scene model and 2D scene image examples in our Scene_SBR_IBR
benchmark. One example per class is shown.

category to form the image’s scene object statistics, and then individually employ a 9-
layer deep neural network to train on all the obtained object statistics of the scene images
to build the object occurrence probability for that scene category. Fig. 4.2 shows an
example result on the airport terminal scene class. Similarly, all the 30 scene categories’
object occurrence probability distributions are available on the project homepage: http:
//github.com/3DSceneRetrieval.

4.3.4 3D scene retrieval results

DRF model results We evaluate our DRF approach based on the testing dataset of the 3D
scene subset of the Scene_SBR_IBR benchmark, and compare with the adapted
MVCNN [184] approach (i.e., using the Places365 [238] pretrained model for the VGG
part) for 3D scene recognition, which was named scene-based MVCNN (sMVCNN) by
us. As described in the Section 4.2, DRF shares with MVCNN in terms of the recognition
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(a) top 30 classes

(b) all the 210 classes

Figure 4.2: Object occurrence probabilities for the airport terminal scene category.

framework but incorporates the additional semantic-tree based loss into the loss function
definition. Since we are dealing with scene models, rather than single object models like
MVCNN, we adopt the scene image recognition model Places365 which is also based on
VGG.

Firstly, we respectively train sMVCNN and DRF based on the training dataset (sam-
pled scene images) of the target 3D scene dataset Scene_SBR_IBR, by starting with the
Places365 pretrained model [238] or a randomly initialized Places365 model. We search
the best λ values based on a coarse-to-fine grid search with a search step of 0.1 and 0.01,
respectively. The best λ values are 0.67 and 0.57 for DRF started with a pre-trained and
randomly initialized Places365 model, respectively. Secondly, we test the trained sMVCNN
and our DRF model with the corresponding testing dataset based on their scene images as
well. Table 4.1 compares their recognition accuracies.
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Table 4.1: Scene recognition accuracy comparison on the testing dataset of
Scene_SBR_IBR.

Accuracy Pre-trained Randomly initialized
sMVCNN [184] 0.529 0.537
DRF (Our) 0.594 0.585

We can find that on the Scene_SBR_IBR dataset, for either way of model initialization,
after incorporating the scene semantic information, our DRF has achieved an improvement
of 12.3% and 8.94% in the accuracy, respectively, if compared to sMVCNN which does not
consider the available scene semantic information. This demonstrates that our semantic-tree
based approach has successfully captured the scene semantic information existing in the 3D
scenes, and also accurately measured their similarities, thus significantly improved the 3D
scene recognition performance.

JLR model results Our JLR approach is evaluated on the 3D scene testing dataset of
the Scene_SBR_IBR benchmark. We compare our method with the DRF approach and
the TCL approach for 3D scene retrieval. As described in the Section 4.2, JLR shares with
DRF model in terms of the standard DNN classifier cross-entropy loss but learning the
semantic relatedness information based on gradient descent instead of utilizing the WordNet
relatedness relationship directly. In addition, we incorporate the Triplet Center Loss (TCL)
in our loss function as well. Since both of the DRF and TCL approaches adopt VGG as
the training model, we also utilize the VGG model in our approach so as to exclude the
influence of the model on the results.

First, we train our JLR model and the TCL method on the 3D scene training dataset
(sampled scene images) of the Scene_SBR_IBR benchmark respectively. For the JLR
model, we set both λ1 and λ2 values to 0.33, which indicates the strength of three parts in
the loss function is the same. Secondly, we test the trained JLR model and the TCL model
on the corresponding 3D scene testing dataset as well. Table 4.2 compares and demonstrates
their retrieval accuracies.

By comparing JLR (gradient descent only) results with DRF ones, we can find that
its accuracy increased by about 2.8% in NN and 2.7% in AP. This is because the gradient
descent-based learned semantic relatedness is more suitable for our benchmark than the
semantic relatedness from WordNet, thus, it achieves a better performance. After incor-
porating the learned scene semantic information, compared to the original TCL method,
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Table 4.2: 3D scene retrieval performance comparison on the 3D scene testing dataset of
Scene_SBR_IBR.

Accuracy NN FT ST E DCG AP
DRF [228] 0.597 0.357 0.500 0.358 0.690 0.358
TCL [78] 0.632 0.375 0.521 0.376 0.706 0.378
JLR (GD only) 0.614 0.366 0.510 0.367 0.698 0.368
JLR (our) 0.718 0.435 0.582 0.435 0.751 0.446

our JLR has achieved an improvement of 12.3% and 15.3% in the accuracy of NN and AP,
respectively. These demonstrate that our gradient descent-based JLR method successfully
captures the semantic information of the 3D scene, more accurately measures their similarity,
thereby significantly improves the performance of 3D scene retrieval.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we focus on the task of semantics-based 3D scene retrieval. We propose two
VGG-based joint loss retrieval which incorporates the WordNet and gradient descent-based
semantic relatedness information existing in the scenes into the training process, respectively.
The occurrence information of the objects is also considered in this semantic information.
Experiment results demonstrate that by jointly using semantic information and TCL in the
loss function, compared to WordNet-based and other approaches, our Gradient Descent-
based deep learning method can improve the retrieval performance by effectively capturing
the semantic information of 2D scene images and 3D scene models and also can measure
their similarities accurately.
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Chapter 5

IMAGE TO SCENE SKETCH GENERATION

Image generation from sketch is a popular and well-studied computer vision problem. How-
ever, the inverse problem image-to-sketch (I2S) synthesis still remains open and challenging,
let alone image-to-scene sketch (I2S2) synthesis, especially when full-scene sketch genera-
tions are highly desired. In this project, we propose a framework for generating full-scene
sketch representations from natural scene images, aiming to generate outputs that approxi-
mate hand-drawn scene sketches. Specifically, we exploit generative adversarial models to
produce full-scene sketches given arbitrary input images that are actually conditions which
are incorporated to guide the distribution mapping in the context of adversarial learning.
To advance the use of such conditions, we further investigate edge detection solutions
and propose to utilize Holistically-Nested Edge Detection (HED) maps to condition the
generative model. We conduct extensive experiments to validate the proposed framework
and provide detailed quantitative and qualitative evaluations to demonstrate its effectiveness.
In addition, we also demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed framework by using different
conditional inputs, such as the Canny edge detector.

5.1 Introduction

Image-to-Image (I2I) translation has received a lot of attentions [41,84,128,155,242] due to
its many applications, including generating new data for training deep learning models. If we
consider human-drawn sketches as a special type of image, then this problem comprises two
subproblems: Sketch-to-Image (S2I) and Image-to-Sketch (I2S) translation. However, till
now researchers have focused mainly on the S2I problem, including all the aforementioned
research works, and also only considered single object-based sketches. According to
our knowledge, there is no published research work in the Image-to-Scene-Sketch (I2S2)
research direction.

However, there is a urgent need to curate a large-scale scene sketch dataset for related
applications, such as 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval [224]. Currently available
and related scene sketch/contour datasets [134, 244] are either too small in terms of size or
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Figure 5.1: Example sketches rendered by our method based on given images. Row 1: given
images. Row 2: rendered sketches.

limited in within-class variations in terms of quality. For example, Berkeley Segmentation
Dataset and Benchmark (BSDS500) [134] has only 500 natural images, and 2,500 contour
sketches in total, while the Photo-Sketching dataset [117] has 5,000 contour images for
1,000 outdoor scene images. The SketchyScene dataset [244] composed each scene sketch
by selecting among a limited number of pre-defined object sketches, thus it can not meet our
requirement in generate realistic scene sketches. Due to lack of available high-quality 2D
scene sketch data, collecting/generating a large number of scene sketches for training deep
learning models for related applications is also a challenging task, even by using Amazon
Mechanical Turk. Therefore, we are considering an automatic way to generate 2D scene
sketches by using the existing large amount of 2D natural images by training a Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) model [68], that is developing a GAN-based Scene Sketch
generation approach, dubbed SceneSketchGAN.

The main challenges involved in human-drawn scene sketch generation are mainly
related to the inherent characteristics of human sketching: people draw sketches in different
styles and at different levels of abstraction. This poses a highly under-constrained question
for us. Motivated by the success of CycleGAN [242] in handling a similar problem:
generating images from unpair data, we adopt a similar framework. However, we found it
is still challenging to develop an end-to-end solution which generates satisfactory results.
Then, to add more constraints to the CycleGAN model to solve this under-constrained
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problem, we need to provide a conditional input, rather than the original image. Using
different types of conditional inputs will generate human-drawn sketches with different
styles and/or levels of abstraction. This motivates us to further investigate the role of
conditional inputs in training a generative model for the problem of sketch generation.
Finally, we utilize a feature selection process by providing the holistically-nested edge
detection (HED) [214] map of a natural image as the conditional input, rather than using the
raw natural image directly. Therefore, our framework can be generalized as Edge Map +
GAN, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.3. We conduct extensive experiments including ablation
studies to evaluate the proposed framework, and both quantitative and qualitative results
demonstrate the effectiveness and competitiveness of our method. We illustrate several
generated sketch examples in Fig. 5.1. More results can be found in the experiments section
and here: http://tinyurl.com/qrxq78o.

In a word, our contributions can be concluded into three-fold:

• We propose a new research problem image-to-scene sketch (I2S2) translation, which
has a urgent need in meeting the large-scale benchmark requirements for scene sketch
related applications.

• We evaluate different conditional inputs for image-to-sketch generation and demon-
strate that edge-map is suitable for this task in terms of distribution mapping.

• We present a simple yet effective framework to leverage HED edge map-based feature
selection (input conditioning) and a CycleGAN-based distribution mapping to generate
appealing hand-drawn scene sketches.

5.2 Methodology

In this section, we firstly introduce our theoretical motivation of conditional input, and then
discuss a feasible solution to extract desired conditional input. Secondly, we analyze the
methods used for distribution mapping for sketch generation, and propose to use CycleGAN
to perform such mapping. Finally, we present a framework to leverage each component for
full-scene sketch generation.

5.2.1 Input conditioning theoretical analysis

Sketch generation from a given arbitrary input image can be regarded as a conditioned-
generation task. Formally, given an input image x, the corresponding sketch y can be
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Figure 5.2: Sketches generated by the CycleGAN [15] using the given images as direct
inputs. Row 1: given images. Row 2: generated sketches.

obtained by mapping x to y using a distribution mapping function g, having y = g(x).
Nevertheless, image to sketch generation is quite different from regular generation tasks.

Using a regular input image directly may lead to poor performance. As an example, we adopt
regular images as the inputs for a generative model (e.g. CycleGAN), and train the model to
generate sketches. The results are unsatisfactory, as shown in Fig. 5.2. In traditional image
generation tasks [41, 84, 128, 155, 242], the generated images contain ample information,
and it is relatively less challenging to perform a mapping from randomly sampled inputs to
the generated results in light of GAN [68] or Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [94] theories.
However, as a sparse image, our target sketches usually contain much less clues than regular
images and are far from sources. This makes the traditional image generation pipeline not
an ideal candidate for image-to-sketch generation.

Here, we introduce a theoretical motivation of our conditional input. In the context, x is
the source image, G and D denote generator and discriminator, respectively. f denotes a
function applied on the source input to obtain conditional input.

Training a typical GAN will need a loss function that is shown in Eq. 5.1.

LGAN(G,D,X ,Y ) = Ey∼pdata(y)[logD(y)]

+ Ex∼pdata(x)[log(1−D(G(x))]. (5.1)
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We would like to investigate how a conditional input will impact the loss function aiming to
boost the performance of a GAN. To incorporate a conditional input, we replace D(G(x))

with D(G( f (x))), which means a conditional input f (x) will be fed into the generator. This
conditional input is obtained by applying the function f to the original input x. According
to the Lanczos Approximation of Composite Functions [45], we can have Eq. 5.2.

D(G( f (x)))≈ D(UQGWG f (x)), (5.2)

where U , Q, and W are the matrices used in the Lanczos Approximation of Composite
Functions [45]. Interested readers may refer to the original paper for details. Since D is a
discriminator network that is non-linear, we can rewrite Eq. 5.2 to Eq. 5.3 that contains an
identity mapping and a non-linear operator op.

D(G( f (x)))≈ D(UQGWG f (x))≈UQGWG f (x) +©op(x), (5.3)

where +© denotes an appropriate operation to combine the above two components. If G and
D have similar architectures, we can replace G with D in Eq. 5.3, thus having Eq. 5.4.

D(G( f (x)))≈ D(UQGWG f (x))≈UQDWD f (x) +©op(x). (5.4)

We can further replace f with G if they are similar at functionality level, and Eq. 5.4 can
be rewritten to Eq. 5.5. It is worth noting that G and f do not have exactly the same
functionalities. In our work, G aims to generate sketches whereas f aims to extract an edge
map from a given image.

D(G( f (x)))≈ D(UQGWG f (x))≈UQDWDG(x) +©op(x). (5.5)

The Lanczos theory tells us D(G(x))≈UQDWDG(x), and therefore we reformulate Eq. 5.5
to Eq. 5.6.

D(G( f (x)))≈ D(UQGWG f (x))≈ D(G(x)) +©op(x). (5.6)

The Eq. 5.6 indicates that it actually incorporates a regularization term (e.g. op(x)) to the
traditional GAN loss (Eq. 5.1) if we exploit a function f that has a similar functionality
to the generator G. The regularized loss can provide a better training to the generative
model, leading to appealing results illustrated in the experiments section. More importantly,
this also motivates us to exploit a GAN-based edge detection algorithm as f because of
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Figure 5.3: The proposed framework I2S2 for full-scene Image-to-Scene Sketch translation.
A natural images goes through two stages: HED edge detection-based feature selection and
CycleGAN-based distribution mapping.

two aspects. Firstly, edge detection is well-studied and an edge map can be conveniently
extracted from a given arbitrary input image. Secondly, edge detection is similar to sketch
generation that is the role of the network G. As a result, we exploit GAN-detected edge map
as conditional input for the generative model G in this work.

5.2.2 Edge detection-based conditional input

Edge detection is a well-studied and widely used technology in image processing. Typical
methods include the Canny detector [33], Sobel detector [90], Prewitt detector [152], and etc.
Technically, any edge detector can be employed to provide a conditional input for our task.
However, these traditional edge detection methods have a common issue: lack of ability
to produce edges at different scales and levels for images that may have a lot of variance
in properties such as contrast and hue [142]. This problem becomes immediately apparent
when one applies an edge detection method such as the Canny or Sobel detector to an entire
dataset, as some images may yield a good edge map but others may not. In addition, the
traditional methods, such as the Canny detector, may need additional thresholds to specify
the sensitivity of edge detection, for example, may use the Otsu’s method [148] to determine
appropriate thresholds.

The Holistically-Nested Edge Detection (HED) method [214] endeavors to address the
mentioned issues

by using multiple receptive fields of varying sizes to produce multiple edge maps in
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parallel, and deep supervision to weight each output map appropriately. As a result, it can
effectively extract edge features in image regions having sharp contrast, thus producing a
more complete edge map. Such ability makes HED more suitable for our image-to-sketch
generation task. Firstly, the training process of the discriminator during the adversarial
learning will benefit from a more complete and accurate edge map, because the discriminator
cannot be easily cheated unless the generated sketches are also complete. This will in turn
boost the performance of the generator to generate better quality sketches. Secondly, with
complete edge information, the generator is found to be more likely to produce reasonable
full-scene sketches, while incomplete edge information often fails to provide sufficient
conditioning and constraints for the generator’s inference.

Based upon the above analysis, we adopt the HED method as the conditioning input
function f (see Section 5.2.1). Specifically, to accommodate it in an end-to-end fashion, we
utilize the pre-trained HED model to generate an edge map for a given input natural image,
and then feed the produced edge map into the generative model which will be detailed in
the following section. During training, we freeze the weights of the HED model, and only
update the weights of the generative model.

5.2.3 Generative model-based distribution mapping

There are two branches of generative models, namely GAN and VAE. In this work, we
exploit a GAN structure to generate sketches, but our framework can be easily changed
to accommodate a VAE structure as the generative model. We employ a dataset in which
one image corresponds to multiple sketch labels. One option is still using a GAN structure
that favors a 1:1 match for the image pair, and designing a new loss to measure the average
distance for all labels. The work in [15] takes this scheme. In our work, we argue that the
CycleGAN [15] is more suitable for the selected dataset, because it was developed to map
an image from an input domain to a target domain without having to be a 1:1 match for the
image pair [15].

CycleGAN utilizes two pairs of generators and discriminators to map back and forth
between image and target domain feature spaces. During training, the original input image
is mapped to the target domain by generator A, and then back to the original input domain by
generator B. Meanwhile, the target image is also being mapped to the input image domain
and then back again to the target domain. The new cycle consistency loss introduced mea-
sures the L1 loss between the original image and target and their respective reconstructions
via both generators.
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Figure 5.4: Sketch generation example with our model. (A) represents a given color image,
(B) is the corresponding conditional input, and (C) is a generated full-scene sketch.

We empirically determine the optimal architecture and configuration of the CycleGAN
for the purpose of generating appealing sketches. Each generator is implemented as a 9-layer
ResNet [76].

The discriminators adopt the PatchGAN structure [84]. We train the entire generative
model by following the CycleGAN pipeline.

It is worth noting that the original identity mapping is used to prevent the model
from making any drastic changes when the image or target is close to their respective
counterparts. However, we observe that it also helps to prevent producing too many details
in our generated sketches. This is highly expected since sketches should be clear and simple,
which is essentially different from edge detection. Moreover, it is convenient to control the
quality of generated sketches by increasing the cycle loss weights, leading to more realistic
sketches. We detail the analysis in Section 5.3.

5.2.4 Framework

Our entire framework for full-scene sketch generation is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Although we
exploit HED and CycleGAN in our framework, since it is general, it is easy to replace these
two components with other methods for different purposes. For instance, we investigate the
combination of Canny and CycleGAN in Section 5.3, and observe that it can also render
acceptable sketches. We would like to highlight that our works aim to explore an effective
framework for image to sketch generation. We illustrate an example of an input image, the
conditional input, and the output result in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.5: Qualitative evaluations of different methods. Row 1: given images. Row 2:
results of HED [214]. Row 3: results of Photo-Sketching [117]. Row 4: our results.

5.3 Experiments and discussions

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework, we detail our extensive experiments
in this section. We firstly introduce the dataset adopted for the experiments. Then, we
introduce the evaluation metrics used to quantitatively evaluate the proposed method and
training details, followed by a qualitative analysis of the results. Finally, we provide insights
through discussions for the potential usage of our framework. Our code can be accessed via
the project page.

5.3.1 The Photo-Sketching Dataset

We exploit the dataset curated by Li et al. [117] in our experiments. They crawled a dataset
of 1000 outdoor images from Adobe Stock [11], each image is paired with 5 drawings. They
selected 5000 high-quality drawings from this dataset. It is ideal for our task due to two main
reasons. Firstly, each image in this dataset corresponds to five targets that include varying
degrees of detail. This property is beneficial for full-scene sketch generation. Secondly, the
contour maps covering almost all the objects in the corresponding images would have the
benefit of encouraging our model to depict every significant object that is present in the
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Figure 5.6: Generated sketches when different loss functions are employed to train the
generative model. Row 1: given images. Row 2: results of the WGAN-loss [17] (WGAN+).
Row 3: results of the CycleGAN-loss [15] (Our approach).

image. We follow general practices to augment the training images by flipping, rotation,
and translation.

5.3.2 Evaluation metrics

To evaluate our method quantitatively, we adopt the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [79],
Sørensen-Dice coefficient (Dice, a.k.a F-score, F-measure) [53, 181], sensitivity (SN, a.k.a
’recall’ or ’hit rate’), and accuracy (Acc). Except FID, higher values are better. FID uses the
output of the third layer of the Inception-v3 network trained on the ImageNet dataset [51]
in order to measure the earth-mover distance between the generated distribution and target
distribution. One main advantage of using FID for evaluation is that we compare related
statistics in the feature space rather than doing that at a pixel-level. This is especially impor-
tant for the image-to-sketch generation task, because a sketch image contains insufficient
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Figure 5.7: Generated sketches when different conditional inputs are used. Row 1: given
images. Row 2: when the conditional input is provided by the Canny edge detector (Canny+).
Row 3: when the conditional input is provided by the HED method [214] (Our method).

pixel information and most pixels are background. A lower FID score corresponds to a
higher degree of similarity between images. The fluctuation due to differences in trained
weights is small (less than 10% in instances mentioned in [17]), and the domain of object
classes we use to train is also small, making FID an appropriate metric for the evaluation of
generated sketches.

For Dice, sensitivity, and accuracy, true positive (TP) pixels represent target sketch pixels;
false positive (FP) pixels represent background pixels incorrectly generated as sketch pixels.
True negative (TN) and false negative (FN) refer to the truth of whether the pixel belongs
to the background and is not part of the sketch. The Dice-Sorensen Coefficient (Dice),
sensitivity (SN), and accuracy (Acc) are defined in Eqs. 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9, respectively.

Dice =
2T P

2T P+FP+FN
(5.7)
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Figure 5.8: Full-scene sketches generated by our method. Row 1: given images. Row 2:
generated full-scene sketches.

SN =
T P

T P+FN
(5.8)

Acc =
T N +T P

T N +T P+FN +FP
(5.9)

Dice score can also be viewed as a ratio of intersection of predicted sketch pixels to union
of predicted and actual sketch pixels. This metric is commonly used in image segmentation.
Sensitivity measures the true positive rate, or recall of the generated sketch. Accuracy
measures the ratio of correctly-placed pixels to the total number of pixels. These metrics
are all pixel-wise evaluations to measure how well the generated sketch matches the target
sketch. We strive to avoid using evaluation methods for boundary or contour detection, since
for generating sketches our goal is the quality of the sketch, rather than simply extracting
the locations and configuration of contours.

5.3.3 Training settings

It is worth noting that in our framework, the fist component used to provide conditional
input is a pre-trained model, and its results are not subject to change with different training
settings. Our training details will only affect the second component of the framework, that
is, a CycleGAN. Here we only introduce the training settings which lead to the best results
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Metric/Method Photo-Sketching [117] HED [214] Canny+ CycleGAN WGAN+ Ours
FID 103.268 255.942 54.549 47.516 121.575 32.626
Dice 0.330 0.293 0.246 0.128 0.197 0.765
Acc 0.916 0.842 0.871 0.883 0.912 0.972
SN 0.449 0.690 0.445 0.183 0.248 0.994

Table 5.1: Quantitative evaluations of generated sketches by different methods. For FID,
the lower the better, and the higher the better for the other metrics. In Canny+, we adopt
the Canny detector to detect the edge map from an image, and use this edge map as the
conditional input. In CycleGAN, we directly use regular images as conditional inputs. In
WGAN+, Wasserstein loss is used within our framework.

we have observed. We train the model using the Adam optimizer [92] with a learning rate
of 0.0002. The batch size and the weight of identity loss are set to 1 and 0.5, respectively.
We adjust the weights of the two cycle losses for the two generators to 20%. The model
is trained for 30 epochs. For other settings, we strictly follow the practice of training a
CycleGAN for the purpose of fair comparisons.

5.3.4 Results

To demonstrate the competence of our framework, we compare it with other methods, such
as HED [214], and Photo-Sketching [117]. It is important to note that the HED method was
not designed for sketch generation, and to our best knowledge there are very few works
focusing on image to full-scene sketch generation. Therefore, we still add HED in our
comparison, considering edge detection is one of the closest general image processing tasks
to our image-to-sketch generation problem. We present the quantitative results of each
method in Table 5.1, based on the Photo-Sketching dataset and the aforementioned metrics.
As can be seen, our method always outperforms either Photo-Sketching or HED in terms of
FID, Dice Score, Accuracy and Sensitivity. However, when a regular image is directly used
as the input of the generator, that is, the CycleGAN only method, our framework without
conditional input has inferior performance than the competitors in terms of all the four
metrics except FID. It indicates the necessity of exploiting edge map as conditional input.
But when the Canny edge detector is adopted to provide the conditional input, giving the
Canny+ approach, even though its performance is still competitive, but greatly falls behind
our results. It can be observed that using different loss functions also have an impact on the
results. The CycleGAN loss has demonstrated more robust and also better performance than
the Wasserstein loss (WGAN+) for our framework.

We further compare the qualitative results by giving three sets of typical examples in
Fig. 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7. We observe that the HED method [214] tends to generate too many
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edge details, and the results are not like hand-drawn sketches. While the quality of the
sketches generated by the Photo-Sketching method [117] is generally better, but they often
miss a significant number of important feature lines, as well as critical visual cues. On the
contrary, our results are much closer to hand-drawn sketches with necessary and proper
level of details. Fig. 5.6 indicates that, compared with the WGAN loss (WGAN+), the
CycleGAN loss is more helpful to robustly produce appealing results. In Fig. 5.7, Canny+)
often generate inferior results than our HED-based approach. All of these further validate
our best configurations for our proposed Edge Map + GAN image-to-sketch framework:
HED + CycleGAN.

Differences from Sketch-RNN It deserves to notice that our method has different aims
as those of Sketch-RNN [73]. As a sketch-to-sketch generation approach, Sketch-RNN
focuses on constructing stroke-based drawings of objects, whereas our method concentrates
on the image-to-sketch problem by generating a full-scene sketch from a natural image.
That is, the inputs of the two methods are different. In Sketch-RNN, a common input is a
hand-drawn sketch of a common object, while our method takes a full-scene color image as
input. Considering of these, we do not compare our method and Sketch-RNN in this project.

5.3.5 Full-scene sketch generation

In this work, we aim to generate full-scene sketches, containing every important object in a
given image. In fact, since our framework is based on a conditional input that covers every
significant object in the scene, it is capable of generating the full-scene sketch. Sample
results are illustrated in Fig. 5.8. As can be observed, our results well reflect the sketch of
each apparent object in the given images.

5.4 Summary

We propose a flexible framework for image to full-scene sketch generation in this chapter.
We demonstrate that different components can be exploited in this framework to achieve
multiple levels of results. We investigate the impact of conditional input and demonstrate the
necessity of edge map for appealing sketch generation from a regular image. We also analyze
the distribution mapping problem in the context of sketch generation and demonstrate the
suitability of CycleGAN for sketch generation. The effectiveness of the proposed framework
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is validated through extensive experiments, and it is convenient to setup the framework to
produce hand-drawn like sketches.

Like Berger et al. [26], we also have interest in generating sketches of diverse styles and
also at different levels of abstraction. In addition, Augmented CycleGAN [15] is claimed
to be able to get many-to-many mappings from CycleGAN instead of one-to-one, which is
promising to further improve our algorithm, as well.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we draw a conclusion and propose several future work. For the conclusions,
we briefly present the main idea, results and contributions of our proposed algorithms. For
the future work, we propose two new research directions to further extend the semantics-
driven large-scale 3D scene model retrieval project.

6.1 Conclusions

Given a 2D scene sketch/image, 2D scene sketch/image-based 3D scene retrieval is to search
for relevant 3D scene models from a 3D scene model dataset. The objective of my project is
to provide a solution to deal with the challenges existing in this type of retrieval technique.
The solution is composed of three components: (1) building a richly-annotated hierarchical
3D scene database; (2) proposing a semantic-based 3D scene retrieval framework, and (3)
generating 2D scene sketches by utilizing adversarial networks.

(1) Literature review. I provided a review and critical evaluation on the most recent
(i.e., within five recent years) and novel data-driven or semantics-driven 3D scene analysis
and processing methods, as well as several involved 3D scene datasets. For each method,
its advantage(s) and disadvantage(s) are discussed, after an overview and/or analysis of the
approach.

(2) Benchmarks building and evaluation. We organized two Shape Retrieval Contest
(SHREC) tracks on 2D scene sketch-based and image-based 3D scene model retrieval in
2018 and 2019, respectively. In 2018 tracks, we built the first benchmark for each track
which contains 2D and 3D scene data for ten (10) categories, while they share the same 3D
scene target dataset. In 2019 tracks, we built a much larger extended benchmark for each
type of retrieval which has thirty (30) classes. We perform a comprehensive comparison
of all the participating retrieval methods by evaluating them on the two benchmarks. We
also developed a deep learning-based baseline approach for the benchmarks in the two 2019
tracks.

(3) Scene semantics learning and related retrieval algorithm. It is dedicated
to the challenge of semantic gap between 2D scene sketches/images and the 3D scene
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models to further increase the retrieval accuracy. We developed semantic-tree and gradient
descent-based approaches which incorporate the semantic relationships of the objects into
the scene semantics learning process. The semantic information contains objects’ occurrence,
co-occurrence and spatial relations information.

(4) Image-to-scene sketch translation. We proposed a flexible framework for
image to full-scene sketch generation. We demonstrate that different components can be
exploited in this framework to achieve multiple levels of results. We investigate the impact of
conditional input and demonstrate the necessity of edge map for appealing sketch generation
from a regular image. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is validated through
extensive experiments, and it is convenient to setup the framework to produce hand-drawn
like sketches.

6.2 Future Work

6.2.1 Research Direction 1: Automatic Expansion of the Semantic Tree

We plan to classify the collected 2D/3D scenes either directly based on their available
categorical label information or by developing an automatic deep learning-based scene
classification algorithm for unlabeled scenes. The deep learning-based scene classification
algorithm will also be used for automatic expansion of our scene semantic tree.

To allow automatic expansion of our semantic tree, we plan to develop a Semantics-
driven Deep Embedding model (SDE) that maps all the 2D/3D scenes into the same latent
(feature) space. When unlabeled new scenes join in, we can compute the similarity of their
embeddings to the existing scenes in the tree, to identify an appropriate location. We can
also combine with hierarchical clustering or semi-supervised clustering algorithms to create
new branches for the tree. Our SDE model is designed as follows. For each particular
type of scenes, e.g., 2D sketches, 2D images and 3D scene model views, we introduce a
variational auto-encoder (VAE) [94] to learn their embedding. The VAE consists of an
encoder that maps the original data to an embedding vector in a latent space, and a decoder
that reconstructs the original data from the embedding. Both the encoder and decoder are
DNNs, and the learning objective is to minimize the reconstruction error, which can be
interpreted as maximizing a variational lower bound in the VAE framework. To ensure that
the VAEs for each type of scenes map to the same latent space, we enforce their embeddings
to have the same dimension. Furthermore, to guide the learning of the embeddings with
the semantic information, we encourage that their embeddings are close to each other if
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they are near in the semantic tree. Given the set of scenes in the tree {S1, . . . ,SN} and their
corresponding nodes in the tree {n1, . . . ,nN}, the loss function of our SDE model is,

L=
N

∑
i=1

LVAEci
(Si)+λ · ∑

1≤ j,k≤N, j 6=k

‖u j−uk‖
tree_dist(n j,nk)

where ci is the type of the scene Si, LVAEci
(·) is the loss function of the VAE for the scenes

of type ci, λ is the hyper-parameter that controls the strength of the semantic part, and u j

and uk are the embeddings of the scenes S j and Sk, respectively.

Data Collection

We plan to refer to the following 2D/3D datasets for data collection methods as well as direct
reuse of their data for 3D semantic tree building: Places [237], COCO [122], SUNCG [179],
SUN RGB-D [177] and SUN [210], ObjectNet3D [208], ScanNet [47], ImageNet [51], and
ShapeNet [38]. Augmenting our dataset with existing datasets is much more feasible than
creating one from scratch. For example, COCO [122] and Places2 [237], offer excellent
semantic labels for 2D scene images. ObjectNet3D [47] and SUN RGB-D [177] provide
thousands of 3D scenes comprised of diverse 3D models across numerous classes. The
annotation and segmentation toolkits included in these datasets will allow us to extend
existing classes and create our own dataset as well. Since we have a lot of images available
online and related datasets as well, collecting 2D scene images will be not an issue. Let’s
consider the rest two cases: 3D scene models and 2D scene sketches data collection.

(1) 3D Scene Models Data Collection. As the main data sources, we will develop web
crawlers to automatically download free 3D scenes from popular online public 3D repos-
itories such as 3D Warehouse [189] which hosts more than 4M free 3D models, as well
as GrabCAD [1] (2.84M), Sketchfab [2] (1.5M), and Yobi3D [3] (1.0M). All of the above
datasets together provide scene models from a diverse number of categories, like generic,
CAD, architecture, watertight and RGB-D types, as well as 3D printer models.

(2) 2D Scene Sketches Data Collection —SceneGAN: Automatic Scene Sketch Gen-
eration from Images by Using a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) Model. As
presented in Chapter 4, we have proposed a full-scene image-to-sketch synthesis algorithm
with CycleGAN [242] using holistically-nested edge detection (HED) [214] maps. We
plan to use the scene sketch data generated based on this approach to further improve our
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model for 2D scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval presented in Chapter 4, as well as to
further enlarge our curated scene sketch-based 3D scene retrieval benchmark to make it a
real large-scale one to further promote this research area.

6.2.2 Research Direction 2: Developing An Adaptive Approach Supporting
Processing Different Kinds of Scene Data

Building an adaptive approach for different kinds of scene data is significant. Besides
building a benchmark with various types of 2D and 3D scene data, we can propose a new
machine learning model which is versatile enough to handle different modalities of scene
data. This is challenging but promising since it has great potentials in related practical
application scenarios which typically involve big data and cloud computing, and those data
of such application scenarios may vary either in format or style.

(1) Scene Data Conversion. The first way is to convert all the data into the same type.
For example, some sketches collected from online sources are too concise and have very
little content, while other sketches contain more details. As we all know, the more detailed
information that the sketches contain, the more accurate performance of the neural network
training and prediction will have. Therefore, to improve retrieval performance, we will
develop a method that can automatically enrich those concise sketches so as to make them
contain more content information (e.g., more objects) like other sketches, such as scene
sketch completion techniques.

(2) Adaptive Machine Learning Model. The second way is to train an adaptive ma-
chine learning model which can fit different types of scene data. This kind of model can deal
with many types of scene data. For example, no matter whether these scene data are detailed
or not, realistic or iconic. In order to achieve this goal, we will jointly use multiple neural
networks in our approach, and train those networks on various types of large scale scene
data. Meanwhile, to further improve the retrieval performance, we will also incorporate the
scene semantic relatedness information of different types of scene data into the final loss
function computation of the model.
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